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5.28.0.r5	2018-11-12	186	Photo	Gallery	3	Photo	Gallery	3	allows	you	to	create	...	Photo	Gallery	3	must	be	used	in	conjunction	with	AiFoto	3.	For	example,	the	following	snippet	can	be	used	in	/etc/rc.local	to	create	these	directories:	[	!	-d	/run/user	]	&&	mkdir	/run/user	awk	-F:	=	1000	&&	$3	<	65000	{print	$3}'	\	|	(	while	read	uid	rest;	do	if	[	!	-d
"/run/user/$uid"	];	then	mkdir	/run/user/$uid	chown	$uid	/run/user/$uid	chmod	700	/run/user/$uid	fi	done	)	*	DOCUMENTATION	The	complete	documentation	is	in	the	texinfo	manual	named	`gnupg.info'.	1.0.8.r184	2018-03-27	280	UPnP	Media	Server	V2	The	UPnP	AV	Media	Server	app	can	turn...	Please	refer	to	our	TV	tuner	compatibility	list	(	.	Sync
uses	peer-to-peer	technology	to	provide	fast,	private	file	sharing	for	teams	and	individuals.	Jackett	is	a	single	repository	of	maintained	indexer	scraping	&	translation	logic	-	removing	the	burden	from	other	apps.	See	the	Slange	Var	interview	on	BBC	Alba.	Please	still	keep	to	install	Mono	5.8.1.0.r9	(in	Beta	Apps)	if	you	need	to	use	these	Apps.	Most	of
them	taken	from	OpenWRT,	but	others	are	unique.	1.0.0.r15	2014-12-30	237	SickBeard	The	ultimate	PVR	application	that	sea...	elFinder	is	a	file	manager	for	web	similar	to	that	you	use	on	your	computer.	You	must	purchase	a	software	license	in	order	to	use	the	exFAT	driver.	All	client-server	communications	are	encrypted.	Using	Roon	Server	with
remote	apps	for	Mac,	Windows,	iOS,	and	Android	you	can	stream	audio	around	your	home	to	Sonos,	AirPlay,	Squeezebox,	and	Roon	Ready	devices.	Please	note:	Deduplication	requires	the	Deduplication	Option	to	be	licensed	on	the	Backup	Exec	Server.	Entware	conflict	with	Optware	(use	/opt)	and	astware	on	arm	models	Optware/Ipkg	is	obsolete,	not
maintened	and	not	secure	...	You	can	use	it	to	manage	all	the	download	tasks	running	on	your	ASUSTOR	NAS.	1.01.04	2021-05-04	102	iperf3	iperf3	Iperf	is	a	widely	used	tool	f...	If	you	have	made	any	modifications	to	those	files,	your	changes	will	be	lost.	The	ultimate	PVR	application	that	searches	for	and	manages	your	TV	showsAutomatically	finds
new	and	old	episodes	for	you	and	it	works	with	your	current	download	client!.	The	ultimate	PVR	application	that	searches	for	and	manages	your	TV	shows.	3.7.0.r5	2018-09-05	217	qBittorrent	Enhanced	Edition-中国	默认用户名：admin	默认密码：adminadmin	使用技巧：ht...	A	web	browser	built	for	speed,	simplicity,	and	security.	Torznab	enables	software
such	as	Sonarr	to	access	data	from	your	favorite	indexers	in	a	similar	fashion	to	rss	but	with	added	features	such	as	searching.	9.03.00.r1	2019-05-16	194	phpBB	3	Note:	This	App	didn't	have	further	v...	Click	on	Controller	Setup	to	open	the	key	mapping.	But	that	is	where	a	traditional	file	manager	ends.	Please	click	on	the	RompR	Preferences,	and
scroll	to	'Audio	Outputs'	2.	NZBGet	requires	low	system	resources	and	runs	great	on	routers,	NAS-devices	and	media	players.	During	winter,	when	the	nights	draw	in	fast	and	it's	dark	by	3pm,	a	wee	dram	warms	the	spirit!	People	say	‘Slange’	or	‘Slange	Var’	when	they	clink	their	glasses;	but	ask	the	average	Scot	for	the	Gaelic	spelling,	and	you	may
receive	six	or	seven	different	answers.	Twonky	Server	is	a	DLNA-compliant	Digital	Media	Server	(DMS)	and	interoperates	with	hundreds	of	media	controllers	and	players.	The	application	is	a	GPS	Tracking	system	for	fleet	management	and	staffs	tracking.You	need	to	buy	Cloud	GPS	Tracker	form	JareyMobile	to	work	with	this	platform.	net2ftp	can	be
set	to	restrict	connections	via	an	access	list	and	can	log	user	actions.	Please	update	Photo	Gallery	to	v2.0.1.r351	and	above	after	installing	PHP	7.	Nano	is	a	small	and	simple	text	editor	for	use	on	the	terminal.	The	GNU	Privacy	Guard	2	=========================	Version	2.3	Copyright	1997-2019	Werner	Koch	Copyright	1998-2021	Free
Software	Foundation,	Inc.			Will	there	be	any	way	to	retrieve	my	Fusion	Tables	data	from	Google	in	the	future?	a)	Keyboard	definitions	i)	Joypad	1	Up	:	Keyboard	Up	Down:	Keyboard	Down	Left:	Keyboard	Left	Right:	Keyboard	Right	Start:	keyboard	enter	Select:	Keyboard	right	shift	A:	Keyboard	a	B:	Keyboard	s	X:	Keyboard	d	y:	Keyboard	q	L:	Keyboard
w	R:	Keyboard	e	However,	you	can	define	own	key	for	the	general	USB	joypad	,	and	assign	the	key	for	joypad	by	yourself.	There	are	no	storage	limitations,	no	file	size	limits,	no	quality	degradation	(no	compression)	and	no	complicated	IT	type	setup	requirements	for	the	sharing	of	files.	Yandex	ranked	as	the	4th	largest	search	engine	worldwide	*Note:
ASUSTOR	recommends	updating	DataSync	for	Yandex	to	1.0.1.r62	if	ADM	is	updated	to	3.3.0	Beta.	1.0.2.r133	2020-05-25	290	uTorrent	Notes:	There	is	no	later	version	to	...	It	has	many	features	including	a	plug-in	architecture	and	a	template	system.	Select	"atutor.old"	from	the	drop-down	and	then	all	existing	configuration	should	be	converted	and
upgraded.	Takeasy	allows	you	to	conveniently	download	online	videos	and	playlists,	giving	you	options	to	select	the	type	of	video	file	and	video	quality	you	want.	Please	temporarily	disable	PHP	7	if	you	need	to	use	this	App.	Please	refer	to	our	blog	post	for	more	information.	Introducing	Plex	Media	Server	1.26.0.5715-8cf78dab3	2022-04-22	202
Podcast	Generator	Podcast	Generator	is	a	free	web	based...	It	comes	with	a	ton	of	great	features	including	full	source	editing,	per-page	permissions,	user	activity	monitoring,	and	much	more.	10.13.0.r2	2018-11-26	170	NZBGet	**If	you	are	upgrading	from	previou...	You	can	also	use	FileFlex	to	automatically	back	up	the	photos	and	videos	from	as
many	smart	phones	and	tablets	as	you	want	to	your	ASUSTOR	NAS	or	any	networked	device.	Please	refer	here	for	more	detail	information.	Headphones	is	a	SABnzbd	add-on	that	automates	your	music	downloading.You	can	import	all	your	favorite	artists	from	iTunes,	and	keep	an	eye	out	for	any	new	albums	they	might	be	releasing.	Piwigo	is	photo
gallery	software	for	the	web,	built	by	an	active	community	of	users	and	developers.	By	skipping	the	cloud,	transfers	can	be	significantly	faster	because	files	take	the	shortest	path	between	devices.	Several	other	standard	libraries	are	also	required.	Secure	files	on	your	Asustor	NAS	devices	with	IDrive.	2.2.4	2021-03-26	30	Avatar	Backup	Avatar备份软件
提供对众多数据库类关键性应用软件的支持，如Oracle...	And	our	service	guarantee	means	your	data	will	be	safe	and	recoverable,	or	your	money	back!	0.0.237	2020-08-21	44	DataSync	Center	DataSync	Center	combines	multiple	clo...	The	iFi	nano	iDSD	has	been	tested	with	ASUSTOR	NAS.	Note:	1.	5.4.1	2020-06-01	315	WorldCard	Team	WorldCard	Team
provides	a	secure	cont...	1.0.0.r14	2020-10-16	16	Apache	HTTP	Server	The	Apache	HTTP	Server	is	an	implemen...	Through	its	Web-based	interface	you	can	monitor	live	view	feeds	from	all	your	cameras	and	play	back	previously	recorded	video.	It	has	a	simple	but	powerful	syntax	which	makes	sure	the	datafiles	remain	readable	outside	the	Wiki	and
eases	the	creation	of	structured	texts.	**If	you	are	upgrading	from	previous	version,	please	restart	the	app	in	App	Central	after	the	upgrade	is	completed.**	NZBGet	is	a	cross-platform	binary	newsgrabber	for	nzb	files,	written	in	C++.	Normally	that	is	the	standard	error,	but	there	are	options	for	changing	this:	"--output-fd",	"--stderr"	and	"--stdout".
You	can	also	use	the	Favorites,	History	and	Playlists	options	to	help	you	manage	your	video	library	categories.	Please	consider	to	donate	at	.	6.0-apkg.0.6	2022-01-28	161	nConnect	nConnect	allows	you	to	access	any	app...	The	certificate	is	valid	for	90	days,	during	which	renewal	can	take	place	at	any	time.	FreshRSS	is	a	self-hosted	RSS	feed
aggregator	such	as	Leed	or	Kriss	Feed.	fd	is	a	simple,	fast	and	user-friendly	alternative	to	find.	Before	running	the	"make	install"	you	might	need	to	become	root.	Actually	JVM	runs	the	program,	and	it	uses	the	class	libraries,	and	other	supporting	files	provided	in	JRE.	The	origins	of	PostgreSQL	date	back	to	1986	as	part	of	the	POSTGRES	project	at
the	University	of	California	at	Berkeley	and	has	more	than	30	years	of	active	development	on	the	core	platform.	It	is	targeted	at	developer	teams,	workgroups	and	small	companies.	The	Java	Servlet	and	JavaServer	Pages	specifications	are	developed	under	the	Java	Community	Process.	As	with	all	packages,	you	just	have	to	do	./configure	make	make
check	make	install	The	"make	check"	is	optional	but	highly	recommended.	No	substitutions.	NOTE:	DTCP-IP	is	secure	file	transfer	protocol	for	premium	contents	such	as	Japanese	recorder	TV.	Run	backups	on	any	machine	through	the	web-based	interface	or	via	command	line	interface.	Apache	Tomcat	is	developed	in	an	open	and	participatory
environment	and	released	under	the	Apache	License	version	2	which	is	intended	to	be	a	collaboration	of	the	best-of-breed	developers	from	around	the	world.	After	installing	this	App,	you	will	be	able	to	control	multimedia	playback	on	your	ASUSTOR	NAS	using:	1.	(Needed	to	input	password	and	port	in	Mobile	Client	App).	JCE	supplements	the	Java
platform,	which	already	includes	interfaces	and	implementations	of	message	digests	and	digital	signatures.	1.15.0.r1	2021-04-01	223	RALUS	RALUS	extends	Backup	Exec’s	advanced	...	Please	select	"No"	in	the	step	of	creating	database,	and	enter	your	current	database	details	at	the	screen	prompt	that	follows.	To	quickly	build	all	required	software
without	installing	it,	the	Speedo	method	may	be	used:	make	-f	build-aux/speedo.mk	native	This	method	downloads	all	required	libraries	and	does	a	native	build	of	GnuPG	to	PLAY/inst/.	1.4.1.38421	2021-10-21	244	SNES9X	snes9x-gtk	is	a	Super	Nintendo	emulat...	2.8.3.r1	2019-05-10	302	VirtualHere	USB	Server	Turn	your	ASUSTOR	into	a	USB
Server,	...	GnuPG,	also	known	as	GPG,	is	a	command	line	tool	with	features	for	easy	integration	with	other	applications.	Please	update	any	incompatible	apps	or	temporarily	disable	PHP	7.	No	extra	setting	on	the	“Port	Forwarding”	of	an	Internet	router	is	required.	Data	Deposit	Box's	patented	continuous	cloud	backup	technology	for	Asustor	provides
real	time,	end-to-end	data	cloud	backup	protection	for	all	Asus	NAS	devices	running	ADM	2.1.0	or	higher.	Features	three	main	built-in	video	library	categories:	Movies,	TV	Shows,	and	Home	Movies.	2.5.4.r1	2016-06-23	82	FreshRSS	FreshRSS	is	a	self-hosted	RSS	feed	ag...	DokuWiki	is	a	standards	compliant,	simple	to	use	Wiki,	mainly	aimed	at
creating	documentation	of	any	kind.	1.0.1.r35	2020-05-14	148	MinimServer	MinimServer	is	an	advanced	UPnP	AV	se...	In	case	of	problem	please	ask	on	the	gnupg-users@gnupg.org	mailing	list	for	advise.	phpMyAdmin	supports	a	wide	range	of	operations	on	MySQL	and	MariaDB.		In	Scotland,	going	to	the	pub	or	meeting	up	for	a	friendly	drink	is	very
much	part	of	our	culture.	It	is	intended	that	Alpine	can	be	learned	by	exploration	rather	than	by	reading	manuals.	5)	Http	stream:	When	there	is	audio	playing,	click	on	the	'Music	Play'	button	next	to	RompR	Preferences.	Droidmote	can	be	used	for	keyboard	and	mouse	control	for	following	ASUSTOR	apps:	Asportal	hx-engine	(Desktop_Engine)
PlexMediaPlayer	and	OpenPHT	(even	working	in	keyboard	approach)	Default	password:	"asusfr1"	and	port:	2302.	Python	is	a	remarkably	powerful	dynamic	programming	language	that	is	used	in	a	wide	variety	of	application	domains.	nConnect	allows	you	to	access	any	applications	running	on	NAS	from	outside	when	you	are	not	in	the	same	local
network.	Ruby	is	a	language	of	careful	balance.	Note:	recent	versions	of	FreshRSS	include	an	internal	update	system,	so	you	don't	need	to	update	the	app	through	AppCentral.	3.5.17	2016-05-19	252	Subrion	Subrion	CMS	is	a	stand-alone	PHP	cont...	BubbleUPnP	server	will	update	itself	from	source	by	default.	Note:	To	upgrade	minecraft	server,
please	refer	to	here	for	detail	instructions.	2.2.4.r1223	2020-09-09	29	ATutor	Following	upgrade	all	old	version	is...	Jackett	works	as	a	proxy	server:	it	translates	queries	from	apps	(Sonarr,	SickRage,	CouchPotato,	Mylar,	etc)	into	tracker-site-specific	http	queries,	parses	the	html	response,	then	sends	results	back	to	the	requesting	software.	-
Slideshow	viewing	mode	with	playing	favorite	songs	-	Supports	a	wide	range	of	image	formats:	RAW,	PNG,	JPEG,	TIFF,	GIF,HEIC	-	Easily	understand	photo	metadata	as	well	as	edit	photo	descriptions	to	make	photo	identification	easier.	-	Song	information	is	available	at	a	glance	and	the	order	of	the	information	displayed	can	be	arranged	by	dragging
the	top	of	the	respective	columns.	3)	S/PDIF	is	supported	for	all	ASUSTOR	NAS	equipped	with	the	S/PDIF	interface:	The	S/PDIF	output	can	also	be	disabled	or	enabled	in	the	Audio	Outputs	section	of	the	RompR	Preferences.	Please	make	sure	the	"Data	directory"	is	set	as	"/volume1/Moodle3_data"	in	installation	wizard.	1.7.6.5	2020-06-02	212	Python
Python	is	a	remarkably	powerful	dynam...	Once	a	correct	release	is	found,	matching	the	correct	quality,	it	will	send	it	to	SABnzbd	or	download	the	.nzb	or	.torrent	to	a	specified	directory.	DESCRIPTION	Dialog	is	a	program	that	will	let	you	present	a	variety	of	questions	or	display	messages	using	dialog	boxes	from	a	shell	script.	A	version	of	the	manual
pertaining	to	the	current	development	snapshot	is	at	[[	]	.	htop	for	monitoring	CPU	Freq,	CPU	Temp,	GPU	Temp,	VCore	on	linux	Comparison	between	htop	and	classic	top.	At	the	same	time,	Alpine	is	highly	customizable	and	provides	numerous	advanced	features	intended	to	help	the	most	experienced	users	manage	large	mail	collections.	It's	an	easy-
to-extend	framework	that	can	save	hours	of	your	valuable	time	every	day!	ATTENTION	:	Please	follow	the	initial	procedure	needed	for	REAL	install	READ	section	:	[How-to	MUST	BE	READ	FIRST]	DO	THIS	only	after	a	fresh	install	(not	needed	after	update)	2.0-1.6	2021-08-26	111	Joe	Joe's	editor	for	the	NAS	console.	Please	create	new	database	for
this	App,	it's	not	recommended	to	use	same	database	of	v6.2,	even	you	already	migrate	database	to	v7.1.	Vtiger	CRM	is	an	open	source	CRM	(Customer	Relationship	Management)	application	ideal	for	small	and	medium	businesses	with	comparable	functionality	to	SugarCRM	and	Salesforce.com.	LooksGood	can	directly	stream	videos	from	your	NAS
to	your	Web	browser	and	watch	them	instantly,	instead	of	waiting	for	long	downloads.	Built	for	flexibility	and	integration,	Vanilla	is	the	best,	most	powerful	community	solution	in	the	world.	Xoops	is	an	easy	to	use	dynamic	web	content	management	system	written	in	PHP.	3.8.3.r1	2020-06-16	156	MyBB	MyBB	is	the	free	and	open	source	foru...	It	is
very	important	to	remember	that	Scottish	and	Irish	Gaelic	are	different	languages;	don’t	get	them	muddled	up!	Though	written	the	same	way,	their	names	are	actually	spoken	differently.	Default	settings	=>	user:	postgres	/	password:	admin	/	database:	postgres	PostgreSQL	is	a	powerful,	open	source	object-relational	database	system	that	uses	and
extends	the	SQL	language	combined	with	many	features	that	safely	store	and	scale	the	most	complicated	data	workloads.	Yandex	N.V.	is	a	Russian	multinational	technology	company	specializing	in	Internet-related	services	and	products.	It	was	the	most	popular	open	source	and	the	goal	is	to	provide	a	secure,	efficient	and	extensible	server	which	can
provides	HTTP	services	synchronize	with	the	current	HTTP	standards.	It	lets	you	switch	easily	between	several	programs	in	one	terminal,	detach	them	(they	keep	running	in	the	background)	and	reattach	them	to	a	different	terminal.	0.7.1609	2017-08-22	108	JDownloader2	JDownloader	is	a	free,	open-source	do...	Let's	Encrypt	is	a	non-profit
certificate	authority	run	by	Internet	Security	Research	Group	(ISRG)	that	provides	X.509	certificates	for	Transport	Layer	Security	(TLS)	encryption	at	no	charge.	Joe's	editor	for	the	NAS	console.	It	is	thus	suggested	to	create	per-user	directories	on	system	or	session	startup.	It	might	effect	the	performance	of	NAS.	Now	you	can	integrate	your
ASUSTOR	NAS	with	HiDrive,	to	create	more	flexible	data	applications.	Older	versions	of	Photo	G...	Do	not	post	to	this	list.	1.9.3-p448.r3	2013-07-12	233	SABnzbdplus	SABnzbd	is	an	Open	Source	Binary	News...	WARNING:	The	upgrade	process	will	affect	all	files	and	folders	included	in	the	main	WordPress	installation.	With	your	ASUSTOR	NAS
becoming	your	multimedia	player,	Remote	Center	will	act	as	your	multimedia	player’s	remote	control	manager.	NAKIVO	Backup	&	Replication	is	an	award-winning	solution	for	backup,	replication,	granular	restore,	and	site	recovery.	A	Syslog	server	can	collect	messages	from	these	supported	devices	for	centralized	storage	and	management	purposes.
Supports	multitasking	as	well	as	multiple	accounts.	1.0	2016-03-14	34	Chrome	A	web	browser	built	for	speed,	simpli...	Plex	Media	Server	allows	you	to	stream	media	to	a	wide	range	of	devices.	1.9.17.1.r4	2017-10-02	250	Squid	Squid	is	a	caching	proxy	for	the	Web	...	-	Sonarr	(2.0.0.4855)	-	Jackett	(0.7.1609)	-	Radarr	(Beta)	(1.0.0)	5.18.1.0.r1	2019-03-
28	154	Moodle	3	This	App	is	for	fresh	installation	on...	Vanilla	allows	you	to	create	a	customized	community	that	rewards	positive	participation,	automatically	curates	content	and	lets	members	drive	moderation.	The	iTunes	Server	app	can	turn	your	NAS	into	your	home's	audio	and	video	streaming	center.	They	have	not	updated	these	binaries	since
2014.	PS:	Game	emulator	will	occupy	very	high	CPU	utilization,and	resource.	File	Sharing	FileFlex	allows	remote	file	sharing	of	any	file	or	folder	located	on	the	ASUSTOR	NAS	or	any	networked	device	without	having	to	sync,	move	or	upload	them	to	the	cloud.	MinimServer	is	an	advanced	UPnP	AV	server	for	your	music	library.	Extensions	make
Piwigo	easily	customizable.	gnupg-users@gnupg.org	For	general	user	discussion	and	help.	***	Systems	without	a	full	C99	compiler	If	you	run	into	problems	with	your	compiler	complaining	about	dns.c	you	may	use	./configure	--disable-libdns	Add	other	options	as	needed.	The	only	thing	what	the	user	needs	to	do	is	to	plug	and	play.	snes9x-gtk	is	a
Super	Nintendo	emulator!	1.	Mono	is	a	software	platform	designed	to	allow	developers	to	easily	create	cross	platform	applications.	20141207	2014-12-06	146	MiniDLNA	The	UPnP	AV	Media	Server	app	can	turn...	exFAT	driver	licenses	can	be	purchased	from	the	ASUSTOR	License	Store.	e)	Devices	are	enabled	by	default	and	can	be	individually
enabled	or	disabled.	Its	intuitive	interface	is	able	to	display	the	connected	FTP	site's	file	and	directory	structure	allowing	you	to	transfer	files	via	drag	and	drop.	Git	is	a	free	and	open	source	distributed	version	control	system	designed	to	handle	everything	from	small	to	very	large	projects	with	speed	and	efficiency.	PHP	7	is	an	app	that	enables	the
features	of	PHP	version	7,	a	general-purpose	scripting	language	designed	for	web	development.	Since	2007,	PrestaShop	has	revolutionized	the	industry	by	providing	features	that	engage	shoppers	and	increase	online	sales.	To	fix	that	you	should	run	configure	like	this	./configure	gl_cv_absolute_stdint_h=/usr/include/stdint.h	Add	other	options	as
needed.	Best	performance	is	obtained	by	setting	up	a	anidb.com	account.	JDownloader	is	a	free,	open-source	download	management	tool	with	a	huge	community	of	developers	that	makes	downloading	as	easy	and	fast	as	it	should	be.	The	access	to	all	storage	is	from	a	simple	dashboard.	Zenphoto	features	support	for	various	media	formats	and
integrated	blog	and	custom	pages.	**Note:	1.	This	file	is	#	distributed	in	the	hope	that	it	will	be	useful,	but	WITHOUT	ANY	#	WARRANTY,	to	the	extent	permitted	by	law;	without	even	the	implied	#	warranty	of	MERCHANTABILITY	or	FITNESS	FOR	A	PARTICULAR	PURPOSE.	Installing	the	app	enables	access	to	hard	drive	management,	health,
warranty	and	data	rescue	information	in	Storage	Manager.	Notes	for	updating	from	previous	version:	1.	e107	is	a	free	and	open-source	content	management	system	(CMS)	which	allows	you	to	manage	and	publish	your	content	online	with	ease.	Twonky	Server	is	a	media	server	for	PC,	embedded,	and	mobile	platforms	that	allows	connected	devices	to
browse	and	stream	media	files	over	a	home	network.	1.6.1	2021-07-30	175	Open	Adventure	A	brief	history	of	Colossal	Cave	Adve...	FileFlex	enables	the	consumption	and	sharing	of	massive	collections	of	home	videos,	movies	and	music	by	family	and	friends	right	from	where	they	are	stored.	You	can	also	perform	interactive	backups	and	restores.	FTP
Explorer	is	an	FTP	client	that	allows	your	ASUSTOR	NAS	to	directly	connect	to	and	transfer	files	from	FTP	sites.	You	also	need	the	Pinentry	package	for	most	functions	of	GnuPG;	however	it	is	not	a	build	requirement.	Simple,	modern	&	fast	web-based	email	client	Modest	system	requirements,	decent	performance,	simple	installation	and	upgrade,	no
database	required	-	all	these	make	RainLoop	Webmail	a	perfect	choice	for	your	email	solution.	Duplicati	web	interface	will	run	on	port	8201.	The	only	thing	what	a	user	needs	to	do	is	plugging	the	NAS	into	the	network	to	access	Internet,	and	then	the	user	can	directly	access	the	NAS	anywhere	and	anytime	in	Internet.	SABnzbd	makes	Usenet	as
simple	and	streamlined	as	possible	by	automating	everything	we	can.	Credit	card	required	for	Plex	Pass.	IMPORTANT	UPGRADE	NOTE:	If	you	were	using	the	previous	package,	please	read	this	page	before	updating:	2.7.3.1381	2022-04-08	228	Roon	Server	Roon	organizes	your	personal	music	fi...	This	includes	all	the	core	files	used	to	run	WordPress.
3.50.r1	2020-01-16	308	webERP	webERP	is	a	complete	web	based	accoun...	Roundcube	webmail	is	a	browser-based	multilingual	IMAP	client	with	an	application-like	user	interface.	2.25.2.r1	2021-10-21	134	MariaDB	MariaDB	is	a	community-developed	fork...	Developers	can	save	time	in	building	websites	and	powerful	online	applications.	*	Using	the
legacy	version	GnuPG	1.4	The	1.4	version	of	GnuPG	is	only	intended	to	allow	decryption	of	old	data	material	using	legacy	keys	which	are	not	anymore	supported	by	GnuPG	2.x.	To	install	both	versions	alongside,	it	is	suggested	to	rename	the	1.4	version	of	"gpg"	to	"gpg1"	as	well	as	the	corresponding	man	page.	1.0.1.r62	2022-01-11	47	DDNS	GO-中国
DDNS-GO：	简单好用的DDNS。自动更新域名解析到公网...	2.3.3.4	2018-11-01	182	PeanutHull	DDNS	功能简介	花生壳是一款动态域名解析软件。使用花生壳服务，任何地点、任何...	LazyLibrarian	is	an	automated	downloader	for	ebooks.	Plex	and	ASUSTOR	reserve	the	right	to	rescind	this	offer	at	any	time	for	any	reason	necessary.	-	stream	and	download	your
music,	video,	photos	with	your	Android	device	from	a	mobile	or	WiFi	connection	with	optional	transcoding	to	reduce	bandwidth.	DESCRIPTION	FileFlex	virtualizes	the	storage	of	your	ASUSTOR	NAS	as	well	as	your	computers,	public	and	private	clouds	to	enable	secure	remote	access,	sharing,	streaming	and	file	management	of	files	and	folders	from
their	source	locations	stored	either	on	the	NAS	or	on	any	storage	networked	to	the	NAS,	from	any	smart	phone,	tablet	or	remote	computer,	through	one	single	dashboard.	GnuPG	is	Free	Software	(meaning	that	it	respects	your	freedom).	WorldCard	Team	provides	a	secure	contact	management	system	for	small	and	medium	enterprises.	All	data	is
stored	in	plain	text	files	and	no	database	is	required.	1.3.r1	2019-10-08	163	Netdata	Netdata	is	Real-time	performance	moni...	Eynio	provides	home	automation	and	surveillance	apps	-	“Click”	and	“Vision”	that	are	capable	of	controlling	various	smart	devices	and	monitoring	different	locations	from	anywhere.	-	Easily	adjustable	preview	sizes	and
modes.	Today	it	has	also	been	deployed	by	companies	for	internal	knowledge	management,	and	as	a	content	management	system.	A	wealth	of	frontend	applications	and	libraries	are	available	that	make	use	of	GnuPG.	It	is	written	in	the	PHP	scripting	language	and	works	with	MySQL,	MS	SQL,	and	PostgreSQL	databases	and	a	webserver.	Please
append	"update.php"	in	URL	to	update	the	database,	otherwise	you	will	failed	to	login.	WebTools	for	Plex	Downloader.	Note:	a)	Please	refer	to	to	perform	the	configuration.	Note:	The	upgrade	version	required	PHP7	installed,	please	keep	using	previous	version	if	you	don't	want	to	upgrade	PHP7.	ASUSTOR	does	not	offer	any	warranty	for	Plex
software	and	does	not	take	any	responsibility	for	customer	use	of	Plex	software	and	services.	With	the	WorldCard	Team	client	software,	users	can	easily	save	business	cards	via	a	smartphone	or	PC	and	utilize	contact	information	anytime	anywhere.	Asustor	admins	can	backup	and	manage	an	unlimited	number	of	Asustor,	Windows,	MacOS,	iOS,
Android,	and	Linux	devices	under	a	single	account.	Note:	Please	check	description	of	PostgreSQL	for	the	login	account	and	password.	If	you	already	used	v6.2,	please	refer	here	to	migrate	database	and	upgrade	app	version.	An	online	version	of	the	manual	is	available	at	[[	]	.	Click	close	button	to	close	the	"Controller	Setup	Windows	1)	GameBoy	Up	-
>	Up	Down	->	Down	Left	->	Left	Right	->	right	Button	A->	Left	Shift	Button	B->	/	Start	->	Enter	Select	->	Tab	2)	GameBoy	Advance:	Up	->	Up	Down	->	Down	Left	->	Left	Right	->	right	Button	A->	Left	Shift	Button	B->	/	Start	->	Enter	Select	->	Tab	Should	Left	->	Left	Ctrl	Should	Right	->	Right	Ctrl	3)	Nintendo	Entertainment	System/Famicom/NES
Up	->	Up	Down	->	Down	Left	->	Left	Right	->	right	Button	A->	Left	Shift	Button	B->	/	Start	->	Enter	Select	->	Tab	4)	Super	Nintendo	Entertainment	System/Super	Famicom/SNES	Up	->	Up	Down	->	Down	Left	->	Left	Right	->	right	Button	A->	Left	Shift	Button	B->	/	Button	X->	Left	Ctrl	Button	Y->	Right	Ctrl	Start	->	Enter	Select	->	Tab	Shoulder
Left	->	1	Shoulder	Right	->	0	5)	PC	Engine(CD/TurboGrafx	16(CD/SuperGrafx	Up	->	Up	Down	->	Down	Left	->	Left	Right	->	right	Button	I->	Left	Shift	Button	II->	/	Start	->	Enter	Select	->	Tab	6)	PC-FX	Up	->	Up	Down	->	Down	Left	->	Left	Right	->	right	Button	I->	Left	Shift	Button	II->	/	Button	III->	1	Button	IV->	0	Button	V->	2	Button	VI->	9	Run	-
>	Enter	Select	->	Tab	Mode	1	->	Left	Ctrl	Mode	2	->	Right	Ctrl	7)	Sega	Genesis/Mega	Drive	Up	->	Up	Down	->	Down	Left	->	Left	Right	->	right	Button	A->	Left	Shift	Button	B->	/	Button	C->	Left	Ctrl	Start	->	Enter	8)	Sony	PlayStation	Up	->	Up	Down	->	Down	Left	->	Left	Right	->	right	Triangle->	Left	Shift	Cross	->	/	Square	->	Left	Ctrl	Circle	->
Right	Ctrl	Start	->	Enter	Select	->	Tab	L1	->	1	L2	->	0	R1	->	2	R2	->	9	9)	Neo	Geo	Pocket(color)	Up	->	Up	Down	->	Down	Left	->	Left	Right	->	right	Button	A->	Left	Shift	Button	B->	/	Option	->	Enter	10)	Sega	Master	System	Up	->	Up	Down	->	Down	Left	->	Left	Right	->	right	Fire	1/Start	->	Left	Ctrl	Fire	2->	Right	Ctrl	Pause	->	Enter	0.9.38.7.r2
2016-07-29	145	minecraft	Minecraft	is	a	sandbox	construction	g...	CouchPotato	is	an	automatic	NZB	and	torrent	downloader.	Configuring	complex	settings	when	connecting	to	a	NAS	is	no	longer	needed.	Twonky	Server	Features	Include:	Stream	local	media	files	(including	locally	stored	files	or	files	aggregated	from	other	media	servers	in	the
network)	Stream	content	from	online	feeds	and	live	audio/video	sources	Aggregate	your	media	from	multiple	servers,	so	that	you	can	access	everything	from	one	place	Browse	and	playback	local	media	from	your	web	browser	Supports	more	platforms	than	any	other	digital	media	server	Supports	more	devices	than	any	other	digital	media	server
Offers	short	response	times	and	multiple	language	support,	easily	handling	thousands	of	media	items	Allows	run-time	customization	Import	iTunes	Playlists	Rich	metadata	extraction,	including	thumbnail	generation	for	supported	video	formats	Supported	formats:	Music:	MP3,	WMA,	WAV,	3GP,	M4A,	MP4,	LPCM,	Ogg	Vorbis,	FLAC,	MP2,	AC3,	MPA,
MP1,	AIF,	MID,	ISMA	Photo:	JPEG,	PNG,	TIF,	BMP	Video:	MPEG1,	MPEG2,	MPEG2-TS,	MPEG4,	AVI,	WMV,	VOB,	DivX,	3GP,	VDR,	ASF,	MPE,	DVR-MS,	Xvid,	M1V,	M4V,	WEBM,	QT,	F4V,	ISMV,	MKV,	MOV	Default	Port:	9900	1.7	2021-03-26	279	UPnP	Media	Server	The	UPnP	AV	Media	Server	app	can	turn...	*Supported	external	subtitle	file	formats:
srt,	ass,	ssa,	vtt,	sami(smi);	Transcoded	subtitles	will	appear	in	the	srt	format.	Free	backup	software	to	store	encrypted	backups	online.	Alpine,	is	a	tool	for	reading,	sending,	and	managing	electronic	messages	built	upon	the	venerable	Pine	Message	System.	10.5.1.61510	2021-12-28	159	NAKIVO	Transporter	This	package	contains	only	Transporte...
This	requires	some	experience	as	developer.	The	Prestateam	consists	of	over	100	passionate	individuals	and	more	than	350,000	community	members	dedicated	to	innovated	technology.	Hi-Res	Player	would	scan	the	folders	to	add	music	to	the	Music	Collection.	0.3.2	2014-11-29	112	Joomla!	3	Joomla!	is	an	award-winning	content	m...	10.7	2019-03-07
208	Prestashop	PrestaShop	is	the	most	reliable	and	f...	The	App	is	only	for	fresh	installation,	please	upgrade	App	from	App	Core	directly	if	you	already	used	previous	version.	reference:	1.6	2020-08-25	115	JRE	JRE	(Java	Runtime	Environment)	contai...	If	you	prefer	to	keep	the	app	up-to-date	this	way,	you	can	simply	go	in	the	management	section	of
FreshRSS	and	check	for	updates	yourself.	1.9-apkg2.20220216	2022-02-17	176	OpenCart	Opencart	is	a	powerful	open	source	sh...	1.8.0_191	2018-11-08	117	JRE	with	JCE	JRE	(Java	Runtime	Environment)	contai...	20220326	2022-03-29	243	sMedio	DTCP	Move	sMedio	DTCP	Move	is	the	app	to	move	y...	Besides,	add	as	many	disk	spaces	on	your	NAS
as	you	need,	easily	sharing	and	connecting	by	your	own	NAS	cloud.	Installing	the	exFAT	driver	can	allow	your	ASUSTOR	NAS	to	read	and	write	to	devices	that	have	been	formatted	with	the	exFAT	file	system	(e.g.,	USB	thumb	drives,	memory	cards	and	external	hard	drives).	1.0.2.r133	2019-11-27	133	MantisBT	v2	MantisBT	is	an	open	source	issue
trac...	The	interface	language	can	be	configured	from	within	the	settings	page.	Version:	2.0.4.2005250	Supported	OS:	macOS	10.10	onwards	Mac	ADA(ASUSTOR	Download	Assistant,	macOS)	Download	Assistant	is	a	client	utility	for	Download	Center.	Surveillance	Center	supports	all	major	well-known	camera	brands	such	as	Axis,	ACTi,	ASUS,
AVTECH,	AirLive,	Brickcom,	Canon,	Corega,	Compro,	Dahua,	Digitus,	D-Link,	FaceID,	INSTAR,	LevelOne,	Panasonic,	PLANET,	SONY,	VIVOTEK,	Y-Cam,	ZAVIO,	etc.	*	Features:*	Uses	CDDB	to	name	and	tag	each	track	Creates	M3U	playlists	Can	encode	to	multiple	formats	in	one	session	Simultaneous	rip	and	encode	Allows	for	each	track	to	be	by	a
different	artist	2.5.0.r1	2015-04-30	19	ASUS	WebStorage	You	can	sync	between	Asus	Webstorage	...	The	ultimate	PVR	application	that	searches	for	and	manages	your	anime	shows.	Almost	any	web	browser	should	be	able	to	function	as	a	client.	Take	advantage	of	a	thirty	day	free	trial*	of	Plex	Pass	for	ASUSTOR.	You	may	run	gpgconf	--list-dirs	to	view
the	directories	used	by	GnuPG.	c)	If	a	USB	DAC	device	is	plugged	into	the	NAS,	please	click	on	the	RompR	Preferences,	and	go	to	'Audio	Outputs'.	This	fantastic	school	is	important	to	the	rebirth	of	Scots	Gaelic	and	they	have	a	wonderful	inclusive	motto:	Two	languages,	Two	cultures,	Many	opportunities.	Moodle	is	an	Open	Source	Course
Management	System	(CMS),	also	known	as	a	Learning	Management	System	(LMS)	or	a	Virtual	Learning	Environment	(VLE).	Sponsored	by	Xamarin,	Mono	is	an	open	source	implementation	of	Microsoft's	.NET	Framework	based	on	the	ECMA	standards	for	C#	and	the	Common	Language	Runtime.	#	#	Local	Variables:	#	mode:org	#	End:	2.2.4-
apkg.20220130	2022-02-08	93	GoodSync	GoodSync	for	NAS	allows	GoodSync	clie...	You	can	refer	for	more	information	Support	both	keyboard,	and	USB	joypad	as	input	device.	Default	Port:	8181	Auto-Updates	within	the	App	via	built-in	updater	20220228	2022-03-09	95	Hi-Res	Player	The	Hi-Res	Player	is	a	music	player	w...	2.1.53.r1	2020-02-07	68
Emby	Server	Emby	Server	is	a	personal	media	serve...	The	Apache	HTTP	Server	is	an	implementation	of	HTTP	server	that	handle	requests	and	serves	web	assets	and	content	via	HTTP.	Download	PHP	7	to	host	dynamic	web	page	content	on	your	NAS	and	use	web	hosting	apps.	11.3.3.9	2020-10-06	94	Headphones	Headphones	is	a	SABnzbd	add-on
that	a...	Then	select	which	folders	you	would	like	to	add	to	the	Music	Collection.	If	you	have	security	problems,	“Vision”	can	activate	alarms,	display	cameras	across	any	interface,	give	quick	access	to	every	location,	or	capture	moments	and	record	anything	you	want.	phpMyAdmin	is	a	free	software	tool	written	in	PHP,	intended	to	handle	the
administration	of	MySQL	and	MariaDB	over	the	Web.	webERP	is	a	complete	web	based	accounting	and	business	management	system	that	requires	only	a	web-browser	and	pdf	reader	to	use.	Version:	2.0.1.209040	Supported	OS:	macOS	10.6	onwards	Mac	NO.	-	Supports	commonly	used	PPTP,	OpenVPN	and	L2TP/IPsec	protocols	-	Ability	to	instantly
view	connections	and	disconnect	suspicious	connections	when	acting	as	a	VPN	server	1.0.2.r252	2020-07-01	305	Vtiger	CRM	7	Notes:	This	App	is	for	fresh	instal...	After	just	installed	Photo	Gallery	3,	Photo	Gallery	3	or	AiFoto3	cannot	display	any	photos	or	albums	because	of	thumbnail	and	index	making,	and	all	thumbnails	will	be	re-generated	again.
It	is	highly	optimized	and	allows	privacy	controls	through	configurable	media	sharing	permissions.	See	1.0.0	2020-10-26	313	WonderBox	Know	Wonderbox	WonderBox	simplifie...	Anyone	who	downloads	Plex	Media	Server	from	App	Central	can	apply	for	an	upgrade	to	a	premium	account	for	more	Plex	functionality.	Furthermore,	restoring	the	existing
backup	to	your	Windows	PC/	server	is	also	supported.	Note:	The	wireless	router	must	use	WPA-Enterprise	or	WPA2-Enterprise	encryption.	Its	creator,	Yukihiro	Matsumoto,	blended	parts	of	his	favorite	languages	(Perl,	Smalltalk,	Eiffel,	Ada,	and	Lisp)	to	form	a	new	language	that	balanced	functional	programming	with	imperative	programming.	When
someone	cheers	you	with	slàinte	mhath,	you	usually	respond	with	slàinte,	then	it’s	down	the	hatch!	To	us,	slàinte	mhath	is	more	than	just	a	saying.	Learning	a	little	more	could	be	very	useful	when	going	out	in	Scotland	beyond	being	able	to	simply	make	a	toast.	Sharing	is	permission-based,	to	confirmed	contacts	only	-	not	a	link	that	can	be	forwarded
or	shared	on	social	media.	Before	installing	roundcube,	please	refer	to	this	document	to	complete	mail	server	installation	first.2.	This	app	is	using	default	parameters	to	connect	ADM	internal	mail	server	for	basic	mail	send/receive	services.	-	Supports	importation	of	lyrics	and	display	of	scrolling	lyrics.	The	configure	script	prints	diagnostic	messages	if
one	of	these	libraries	is	not	available	and	a	feature	will	not	be	available..	This	is	a	moderated	list	and	has	very	low	traffic.	Remote	Multi-Location	File	Management	FileFlex	is	arguably	the	world’s	best	file	manager	app	because	it	provides	remote	file	management	between	multiple	devices.	Enabling	ADM's	EZ-Connect	feature	with	a	Cloud	ID	helps	you
easily	connect	to	a	NAS	at	home	or	in	a	local	network	from	anywhere	and	at	any	time.	The	Hi-Res	Player	is	a	music	player	which	plays	High-resolution	audio	supported	files	(higher	than	CD	quality	-	lossless	music	formats	-	FLAC,	WAV,	DSD	etc.)	The	app	is	integrated	with	the	MPD	(Music	Player	Daemon)	Rompr	UI.	Node.js	is	a	platform	built	on
Chrome's	JavaScript	runtime	for	easily	building	fast,	scalable	network	applications.	USB	over	IP!	3.8.2	2019-02-19	303	VPN	Server	ASUSTOR's	VPN	service	brings	business...	4.4.9	2021-07-02	67	elFinder	elFinder	is	a	file	manager	for	web	si...	Apps	Description	Version	Download	3	alpine	Alpine,	is	a	tool	for	reading,	sendin...	3.0.0beta5	2020-09-04
101	IDrive	Secure	files	on	your	Asustor	NAS	devi...	Automatically	finds	new	and	old	episodes	for	you	and	it	works	with	your	current	download	client!	Extended	support	for	XEM,	Torrents	and	more!	Default	Port:	7073	Auto-Updates	via	pip	on	each	start	(64	bit	only.	Instruction:	Note:	the	droidmote	client	and	the	NAS	must	be	in	the	same	local	network.
It	supports	client/server	mode,	automatic	par-check/-repair	and	web-interface.	In	2017	there	were	3,965	students	in	Gaelic	medium	education	in	Scotland.	2.5.0	2017-08-07	271	Tomcat	Apache	Tomcat	is	an	open	source	softw...	It	is	highly	compatible	with	MySQL	and	allows	users	to	effortlessly	migrate	databases	from	MySQL	to	MariaDB.	Linux
Center	is	a	Linux	Container	APP	that	can	run	different	isolated	Linux	systems	on	ASUSTOR	NAS	system	using	a	single	Linux	kernel.	4.	2.4.53.r12	2022-05-04	18	Asunder	Asunder	is	a	ASUSTOR	portal	App,	you	...	It	also	features	a	comprehensive	web	administration.	Its	focus	lies	on	being	easy	to	use	and	having	all	the	features	there	when	you	need
them	(but	out	of	the	way	if	you	do	not).	Below	are	a	few	other	words	to	help	you	out.	Standard	man	pages	for	all	components	are	provided	as	well.	When	you	need	to	configure	joypad/keyboard	of	the	emulator,	please	press	ESC	key	to	escape	from	game.	With	the	patented	network	traversal	technology	of	WonderBox,	the	requirement	of	fixed	IP
address	for	a	NAS	is	not	necessary	any	more.	When	you	import	videos	from	LooksGood,	it	will	automatically	search	for	video	information	from	TMDB.	DDNS-GO：	简单好用的DDNS。自动更新域名解析到公网IP(支持阿里云、腾讯云dnspod、Cloudflare、华为云)。	网卡：支持获取NAS本机网卡IPV4、IPV6地址；	接口：支持获取接口IP地址(V4、V6)。	使用教程：
e7%88%b1%e9%80%9f%e7%89%b9nas-%e5%85%ac%e7%bd%91%e6%9c%8d%e5%8a%a1%e4%b9%8bddnsgo/	2.10.0.r1	2021-08-17	50	dialog	DESCRIPTION	Dialog	is	a	program	that...	Double	click	on	the	Key	on	the	Controller	Setup	Windows	3.	It	has	a	wide	range	of	features	suitable	for	many	businesses	particularly	distributed	businesses	in
wholesale,	distribution	and	manufacturing.	Use	the	IDrive	app	to	backup	and	restore	files	on	your	Asustor	device	to	prevent	data	loss	in	case	of	hardware	failure.	-	Quick	play	queue	panel	features	sorting	by	categories	such	as	“Recently	Added”,	“Recently	Played”,	“Most	Played”	and	“Random	100”.	It	is	a	multi-user	application	with	an	anonymous
reading	mode.	b)	When	new	contents	are	in	the	Music	folder,	then	click	on	the	Settings	icon	or	RompR	Preferences,	and	click	'Update	Music	Collection	Now'	to	update	the	database.	php_value	mbstring.http_input	pass	php_value	mbstring.http_output	pass	3.2.2	2018-08-09	195	phpMyAdmin	phpMyAdmin	is	a	free	software	tool	wr...	You	can	learn	to
use	Python	and	see	almost	immediate	gains	in	productivity	and	lower	maintenance	costs.	*Supports	Onedrive	for	business.	Connect	here	=>	and	generate	a	code	to	copy	instead	of	your	usual	password.	-	Photo	Gallery	3	sorts	your	photos	in	a	smarter	way.	For	conditions	#	of	the	whole	package,	please	see	the	file	COPYING.	Instruction	on	how	to	build
for	Windows	can	be	found	in	the	file	doc/HACKING	in	the	section	"How	to	build	an	installer	for	Windows".	Default	Port:	7081	Auto-Updates	via	application	built-in	updater.	It	offers	sales	force	&	marketing	automation,	customer	support	service,	inventory,	security	and	activity	management,	group	calendars,	E-mail	integration	and	many	more	features
required	for	building	a	complete	and	production	level	CRM	system.	2.3.0.r1	2020-09-04	66	ElephantDrive	Cloud	backup	for	NAS	by	ElephantDrive...	Run	"info	gnupg"	to	read	it.	The	player	takes	on	an	avatar	that	can	break	and	place	blocks,	forming	fantastic	structures,	creations,	and	artwork,	on	multiplayer	servers	and	singleplayer	worlds	across
multiple	game	modes.	14.2.1180.r66	2018-01-24	224	Remote	Center	With	your	ASUSTOR	NAS	becoming	your	m...	Notes:	1.	Minecraft	is	a	sandbox	construction	game,	inspired	by	Infiniminer,	Dwarf	Fortress	and	Dungeon	Keeper,	created	by	Markus	Persson,	the	founder	of	Mojang	AB.	WordPress	is	used	by	over	14.7%	of	Alexa	Internet's	top	1	million
websites	and	as	of	August	2011	manages	22%	of	all	new	websites.	b)	For	AS6,	AS5,	AS3,	AS2,	a	USB	DAC	which	supports	DSD	is	needed	to	play	DSD	files.	In	htop	you	can	kill	multiple	processes	at	once.	Once	upgrade	is	complete,	you	can	delete	the	directory	/share/Web/atutor.old	ATutor	is	an	Open	Source	Web-based	Learning	Management	System
(LMS)	used	to	develop	and	deliver	online	courses.	Default	Port:	6789	Username:	nzbget	Default	Password:	admin	Auto-Updates	via	Git	on	each	restart	20180620	2018-06-27	171	octoprint	OctoPrint	3D	Printer	management	Web...	ASUSTOR's	VPN	service	brings	businesses	a	truly	effective	solution.	You	can	also	use	it	to	manage	your	NAS	devices
without	logging	in	to	the	ADM	web	console.	1.2.112	2022-03-14	274	Transmission	A	fast,	Easy,	and	Free	BitTorrent	Client	A	fast,	Easy,	and	Free	BitTorrent	Client	3.00	2020-05-27	277	Twonky	Twonky	Server	is	a	media	server	for	P...	2020.07.29b.r1	2020-09-02	56	domoticz	Domoticz	More	Information:	https...	Usage	Limitation:	To	install	Mono
5.18.1.0.r1	will	cause	the	followings	Apps	have	improper	screen	after	launch.	Offer	subject	to	change	without	warning.	Default	Port:	7071	Auto-Updates	via	application	built-in	updater.	Download	Center	makes	general	downloading	easier	and	faster.	PHP-Fusion	is	a	light-weight	open-source	content	management	system	(CMS)	which	is	written	in	PHP
and	MySQL	and	includes	a	simple,	comprehensive	administration	system.	1.8.8	2022-02-14	316	X.Org	Xorg	is	the	public,	open-source	imple...	Users	can	therefore	access	to	NAS	vis	SSH	by	using	web	browser.	Welcome:	Fàilte	(fal-che)	Drink:	Deoch	(joch)	Thankyou:	Tapadh	leat	(tapa-lai-ve)	Healthy:	Fallain		(fal-ing)	Honey:	Mil	(meel)	Lime:
liomaideag	(limmitshack)	Water:	Uisage	(ish-guh)	Using	these	words	you	should	be	able	to	get	your	hands	on	a	glass	of	Slange	Var	no	matter	where	you	are	in	Scotland!	Let’s	finish	with	one	more	useful	Gaelic	phrase,	which	means	“goodbye	for	now”	-	mar	sin	leibh	an	drasta	(mar-shun-leave-un-drow-stuh)!	If	you	liked	this	article	on	how	to	say	cheers
in	Scottish,	then	you	might	like	to	about	how	Slange	Var	is	created	to	provide	a	non-sugary,	grown-up	alcohol	free	drink	with	a	more	complex	taste	enjoyed	by	adults.	Drupal	is	an	open	source	content	management	platform	powering	millions	of	websites	and	applications.	9.0_41	2021-05-14	272	TorrServer	TorrServer,	stream	torrent	to	http.	Finally	it
includes	an	activity	log	so	that	you	can	know	who	accessed	and/or	downloaded	shared	files	and	when.	Podcast	Generator	is	a	free	web	based	podcast	publishing	script	written	in	PHP:	upload	media	files	(audio-video)	via	a	web	form	along	with	episode	information	and	automatically	create	podcast	w3c-compliant	feed	including	iTunes	specific	tags.	The
CD	can	be	ripped	to	\Music	folder	,	so	you	can	use	SoundsGood	to	listen	music.	It	provides	full	functionality	you	expect	from	an	e-mail	client,	including	MIME	support,	address	book,	folder	manipulation,	message	searching	and	spell	checking.	Control	your	data	with	instant	and	scheduled	backups	to	create	a	hybrid	cloud	that	keeps	your	data	online
and	offline,	keeping	your	data	protected.	The	new	functions	for	SoundsGood	2.0	are	as	follows:	-	Uses	a	dedicated	log	in	page.	Version:	2.0.2.5060	Supported	OS:	Windows	Vista,	7,	8,	10,	Server	2008/	2012	For	Windows	XP/	Server	2003:	Download	Windows	Release	Notes	AEC(ASUSTOR	EZ	Connect,	Windows)	ASUSTOR	EZ	Connect	(AEC)	is	a
dedicated	utility	designed	for	ASUSTOR	NAS	devices	running	ADM	3.0	and	later.	2)	joypad	:	You	can	open	the	preference	menu	to	map	the	joypad/joystick)	1.5.3.r3	2017-05-26	246	SoundsGood	SoundsGood	is	ASUSTOR’s	in-house	deve...	Turn	your	ASUSTOR	into	a	USB	Server,	any	USB	device	connected	to	your	NAS	will	be	directly	usable	across	the
network	as	if	locally	connected.	HiDrive’s	supported	data	transfer	methods	include	Rsync,	FTP,	FTPS	and	SFTP.	Netdata	is	Real-time	performance	monitoring,	done	right!	1.10.0.r3	2018-06-28	168	Node.js	Node.js	is	a	platform	built	on	Chrome...	Zenphoto	is	the	ideal	CMS	for	personal	websites	of	illustrators,	artists,	designers,	photographers,	film
makers	and	musicians.	DataSync	Center	combines	multiple	cloud	services	into	a	single	app.	Some	widgets,	e.g.,	checklist,	will	write	text	to	dialog's	output.	It	is	highly	recommended	to	backup	your	database	and	ALL	your	WordPress	files	in	your	WordPress	directory(Web/wordpress)	before	the	update.	If	you	want	a	a	printable	copy	of	the	manual,
change	to	the	"doc"	directory	and	enter	"make	pdf"	For	a	HTML	version	enter	"make	html"	and	point	your	browser	to	gnupg.html/index.html.	Yandex	operates	the	largest	search	engine	in	Russia	with	about	60%	market	share	in	that	country.It	also	develops	a	number	of	Internet-based	services	and	products.	Apache	Subversion	(often	abbreviated	SVN,
after	the	command	name	svn)	is	a	software	versioning	and	revision	control	system	distributed	under	an	open	source	license.	Home/MyPhoto/SmartUpload	**	New	features	for	Photo	Gallery	3	include,	but	are	not	limited	to	custom	folder	selection,	timelines,	smart	albums.	You	subscribe	to	one	of	the	list	by	sending	mail	with	a	subject	of	"subscribe"	to
x-request@gnupg.org,	where	x	is	the	name	of	the	mailing	list	(gnupg-announce,	gnupg-users,	etc.).	It	lets	you	work	more	quickly	and	integrate	your	systems	more	effectively.	GoodSync	for	NAS	allows	GoodSync	clients	to	backup	and	sync	files	directly	to	the	NAS.	Download	Release	Notes	Item	Description	Download	Release	Notes	ABP(ASUSTOR
Backup	Plan,	Windows)	Backup	Plan	allows	you	to	back	up	the	data	from	your	Windows	PC/	server	to	NAS,	FTP	server	or	local	storage	on	real-time	or	schedule	basis.	2.5.10.r1	2019-05-17	328	Zenphoto	Zenphoto	is	a	CMS	for	selfhosted,	gal...	It	runs	on	most	available	operating	systems,	including	Windows	and	is	licensed	under	the	GNU	GPL.
1.8.24.r1	2020-09-02	158	NAKIVO	Backup	&	Replication	v10.5.1	NAKIVO	Backup	&	Replication	is	an	awa...	Starting	this	application	runs	a	shellinabox	(	)	on	your	NAS.	SickGear	has	proven	the	most	reliable	stable	TV	fork	of	the	great	Sick-Beard	to	fully	automate	TV	enjoyment	with	innovation.	7.2.0.r1	2019-12-05	307	WebCollab	A	collaborative	web-
based	system	for	...	osCommerce	is	an	online	shop	e-commerce	solution	that	offers	a	wide	range	of	out-of-the-box	features	that	allows	online	stores	to	be	setup	fairly	quickly	with	ease,	and	is	available	for	free	as	an	Open	Source	based	solution	released	under	the	GNU	General	Public	License.	Surveillance	Center	gives	you	the	ability	to	collectively
manage	an	array	of	IP	cameras.	You	can	use	it	to	save	tracks	from	an	Audio	CD	as	any	of	WAV,	MP3,	OGG,	FLAC,	Opus,	...	RADIUS	Server	provides	the	Remote	Authentication	Dial	In	User	Service,	which	centrally	verifies	the	user	accounts	for	wireless	network	services.	sMedio	DTCP	Move	is	the	app	to	move	your	Recorded	TV	programs	to	NAS	to	play
the	contents	on	DTCP-IP	players	apps	such	as	PC	or	Smart	Phone.	jq	is	like	sed	for	JSON	data	-	you	can	use	it	to	slice	and	filter	and	map	and	transform	structured	data	with	the	same	ease	that	sed,	awk,	grep	and	friends	let	you	play	with	text.	When	installed	natively	on	Asustor	NAS,	NAKIVO	Backup	&	Replication	can	provide	up	to	2X	backup
performance	advantage	with	up	to	10X	storage	space	savings.	Default	Port:	5050	Auto-Updates	within	App	via	built-in	updater	20180621	2018-06-22	43	Data	Deposit	Box	Backup	Data	Deposit	Box's	patented	continuou...	Users	don’t	have	to	open	the	App	via	ADM.	FileFlex	enables	you	to	use	any	internet	connected	smart	phone,	tablet	or	secondary
computer	to	remotely	cut,	paste,	copy,	delete,	rename,	move	and	organize	any	document	on	the	ASUSTOR	NAS	or	any	networked	device.	1.1.1.r165	2020-08-21	265	Takeasy	Takeasy	allows	you	to	conveniently	do...	We	want	to	thank	all	our	users	these	past	nine	years.	Note:	This	App	didn't	have	further	version	to	compatible	with	PHP	7.	Default
user/password:	administrator/root.	Why	does	exFAT	need	a	license	on	ADM	3.5	but	not	on	ADM	4.0?	1.0.0.r21	2019-05-06	71	Exiftool	ExifTool	is	a	platform-independent	Pe...	These	packages	allow	you	to	add	new	functionality	to	your	device.	Squid	has	extensive	access	controls	and	makes	a	great	server	accelerator.	Zenphoto	is	a	CMS	for	selfhosted,
gallery	focused	websites.	Remote	Network	Access	FileFlex	turns	your	ASUSTOR	NAS	into	a	powerful	gateway	into	all	networked	storage.	Backup	files	and	folders	with	strong	AES-256	encryption.	To	keep	GnuPG	in	a	healthy	state,	they	need	your	support.	The	files	and	folders	you	share	act	like	an	extension	of	your	recipient’s	local	device.	At	present,
the	instant	upload	backup	of	mobile	phone	photos	will	generate	SmartUpload	folders	on	the	NAS.	4.15.1.r1	2020-01-17	309	WebTools	Installer	for	Plex	WebTools	for	Plex	Downloader.	We	have	some	mailing	lists	dedicated	to	GnuPG:	gnupg-announce@gnupg.org	For	important	announcements	like	new	versions	and	such	stuff.	The	client	caches	a	copy
of	all	pages	and	the	index	locally	under	/root/.config/tldr	.	The	software	is	functionally	elegant	and	secure	without	being	cumbersome	for	users,	or	graphically	intensive.	Vanilla	provides	hosted	and	open	source	community	forum	software	that	powers	discussion	forums	on	556,992	sites.	a)	The	Hi-Res	Player	would	open	a	new	browser	tab	to	play	the
streaming	music	to	your	PC.	7.6.3.4092	2017-08-04	325	XOOPS	Xoops	is	an	easy	to	use	dynamic	web	c...	1.4.6	2020-10-19	330	可道云KODBOX	kodbox是一款轻量易用，安全可控的强大私有网盘系统。	kodbox是一款轻量易用，安全可控的强大私有网盘系统。	1.12	2020-09-18	All	Versions	It	does	not	contain	any	development	tools	such	as	compiler,	debugger,	etc.
Media	Streaming	FileFlex	allows	the	streaming	of	media	files	stored	on	the	ASUSTOR	NAS	or	any	networked	device	to	any	contact.	Alpine,	Web	Alpine,	PC-Alpine,	Pico,	and	UW's	IMAP	server	are	made	freely	available	under	the	Apache	License,	Version	2.0.	2.25.1-apkg2.20220131	2022-02-08	15	Apacer	S.M.A.R.T	Tool	Apacer	S.M.A.R.T	Tool	app	is
designed...	Its	creation	is	inspired	by	simplicity	and	convenience	of	Finder.app	program	used	in	Mac	OS	X.	ExifTool	supports	many	different	metadata	formats	including	EXIF,	GPS,	IPTC,	XMP,	JFIF,	GeoTIFF,	ICC	Profile,	Photoshop	IRB,	FlashPix,	AFCP	and	ID3,	as	well	as	the	maker	notes	of	many	digital	cameras	by	Canon,	Casio,	DJI,	FLIR,	FujiFilm,
GE,	GoPro,	HP,	JVC/Victor,	Kodak,	Leaf,	Minolta/Konica-Minolta,	Motorola,	Nikon,	Nintendo,	Olympus/Epson,	Panasonic/Leica,	Pentax/Asahi,	Phase	One,	Reconyx,	Ricoh,	Samsung,	Sanyo,	Sigma/Foveon	and	Sony.	4.6.7.0	2021-11-30	69	entware	Entware	is	A	modern	Optware/ipkg	repl...	We	chose	the	phonetic	spelling	for	our	drink,	Slange	Var,	to
ensure	non	Gaelic	speakers	will	be	understood	when	ordering	at	the	bar	or	from	a	menu.	OctoPrint	3D	Printer	management	Webcam	survey	Cura	engine	(legacy)	for	slicing	of	3D	stl	files	Please	refer	to	the	ASUSTOR	Forum	for	more	information.	If	you	upgrade	this	App	from	v1.0.2	version,	please	apply	"Update"	for	each	items	that	admin	control
panel	listed	while	1st	launching	after	update.	Thirty	day	free	trial	has	no	cash	value.	If	you	want	to	modify	roundcube	parameters,	please	refer	to	roundcube	instructions	on	their	website.	-	Displays	indexing	progress	in	real	time	when	a	new	media	source	is	added.	Your	NAS	can	effectively	replace	your	computer	in	helping	you	with	any	download	jobs.
What	does	Slàinte	mhath	mean?	Please	append	"setup.php"	in	URL	to	setup	the	App	after	updating.	Offer	void	where	prohibited.	2.7.10.r10	2015-08-19	214	Python	3	Python	is	a	remarkably	powerful	dynam...	Item	Description	Download	Release	Notes	ADM	Version:	ADM	3.5.9.RT42	Release	Date:	2022-05-05	No	matter	if	you	decide	to	upgrade	ADM	or
not,	it	is	still	recommended	that	you	should	back	up	all	data	on	your	NAS.	Version:	1.2.2.3111	Supported	OS:	Windows	Vista,	7,	8,	10,	Server	2008/	2012	Windows	Release	Notes	AES(ASUSTOR	EZ	Sync,	Windows)	Through	built-in	EZ	Sync	Manager	of	ADM	3.5	and	ASUSTOR	EZ	Sync	for	computer,	data	from	computer	can	be	synchronized	to	the	NAS
at	any	time	from	anywhere.	3.9.21.r1	2020-09-04	114	jq	jq	is	like	sed	for	JSON	data	-	you	ca...	1.8.0_91	2017-07-20	118	LazyLibrarian	LazyLibrarian	is	an	automated	downloa...	2.10.2.r1	2020-09-03	201	Plex	Media	Server	Take	advantage	of	a	thirty	day	free	t...	It	launched	on	April	12,	2016.	Icing	on	the	cake,	Piwigo	is	free	and	opensource.	Please
appends	/admin/	on	URL	of	MyBB	to	launch	Admin	Control	Panel	page.	Xorg	is	the	public,	open-source	implementation	of	the	X	Window	system.	We	understand	you	may	not	agree	with	this	decision,	but	we	hope	you'll	find	alternatives	that	are	just	as	useful,	including	BigQuery,	Cloud	SQL,	Maps	Platform,	and	Data	Studio.		Frequently	Asked	Questions	
What	will	happen	to	my	Google	Fusion	Tables	data?	1.0.5.r1170	2020-11-03	61	droidmote	Droidmote	can	be	used	for	keyboard	an...	Notes	for	fresh	installation:	Please	append	"setup.php"	in	URL	to	setup	the	App	while	initialing.	The	source	code	for	the	Music	Player	Daemon	is	available	from	1.0.19.15.r22	2020-05-15	97	HiDrive	Backup	Strato
HiDrive	is	a	popular	cloud	sto...	-	Selecting	multiple	photos	to	rotate,tag,	add	to	favorites	and	share.	Subrion	CMS	is	a	stand-alone	PHP	content	management	system	that	is	very	easy	to	use.	Security	With	FileFlex,	your	files	stay	in	their	source	locations	and	nothing	is	copied	to	a	third	party.	It's	not	compatible	with	the	old	version	and	cannot	be
migrated	directly.	“Click”	can	turn	your	home	or	company	into	smart	one	and	allow	you	to	remotely	control	all	smart	devices	or	automate	them	to	work	together.	Features:	Administer	multiple	servers	Support	for	PostgreSQL	9.x,	10.x,	11.x,	12,x,	13.x	Manage	all	aspects	of:	Users	&	groups	Databases	Schemas	Tables,	indexes,	constraints,	triggers,
rules	&	privileges	Views,	sequences	&	functions	Advanced	objects	Reports	Easy	data	manipulation:	Browse	tables,	views	&	reports	Execute	arbitrary	SQL	Select,	insert,	update	and	delete	Dump	table	data	in	a	variety	of	formats:	SQL,	COPY,	XML,	XHTML,	CSV,	Tabbed,	pg_dump	Import	SQL	scripts,	COPY	data,	XML,	CSV	and	Tabbed	Supports	the
Slony	master-slave	replication	engine	Excellent	language	support:	Available	in	27	languages	No	encoding	conflicts.	*Currently	available	for	Windows	Edge	/	Chrome	/	Firefox	&	Mac	Safari.	An	installation	of	Xorg	is	required	to	run	multimedia	Apps.	20180621	2018-06-28	238	SickBeard-anime	The	ultimate	PVR	application	that	sea...	Notes:	There	is	no
later	version	to	update	to.	One	or	more	accounts	can	be	created	for	users	to	remotely	login	to	access.	We	don’t	just	wish	you	good	health,	we	provide	it	with	a	low-sugar,	non-alcoholic	drink	made	from	fresh	natural	ingredients.	1.	Visit	to	free	download	WonderBox	now.	Version:	1.0.3.2110	Supported	OS:	Windows	Vista,	7,	8,	10,	Server	2008/	2012
Windows	Release	Notes	Item	Description	Download	Release	Notes	ACC(ASUSTOR	Control	Center,	macOS)	Control	Center	can	help	you	to	find	and	configure	your	NAS	within	the	local	area	network.	It	reduces	bandwidth	and	improves	response	times	by	caching	and	reusing	frequently-requested	web	pages.	There’s	no	need	to	turn	on	your	computer
when	you	want	to	play	videos	or	browse	the	internet.	The	user	adds	the	ebooks	they	wish	to	download	and	LazyLibraian	will	attempt	to	find	the	ebook	and	download	it.	1.0.1.r65	2020-11-12	222	RainLoop	Webmail	Simple,	modern	&	fast	web-based	email...	*One	pass	per	customer.	tmux	-	terminal	multiplexer	Tmux	is	a	"terminal	multiplexer",	it	enables
a	number	of	terminals	(or	windows)	to	be	accessed	and	controlled	from	a	single	terminal.	Default	Port:	8088	Auto-Updates	on	each	restart	(64	bit	only.	Administrators	can	install	or	update	ATutor	in	minutes,	develop	custom	themes	to	give	ATutor	a	new	look,	and	easily	extend	its	functionality	with	feature	modules.	1.0.3.r160	2019-07-24	100	htop	3
htop	for	monitoring	CPU	Freq,	CPU	Tem...	Notes:	This	version	cannot	upgrade	from	v2.0.rc1	(released	on	2013),	but	it	will	copy	the	original	uploaded	files/folders	to	this	App.	You	can	put	more	than	one	dialog	box	into	a	script:	o	Use	the	"--and-widget"	token	to	force	dialog	to	proceed	to	the	next	dialog	unless	you	have	pressed	ESC	to	cancel,	or	o
Simply	add	the	tokens	for	the	next	dialog	box,	making	a	chain.	Having	been	in	decline	for	the	last	900	years,	the	language	has	recently	been	supported	by	the	Scottish	government	and	is	slowly	growing.	Radically	simplify	your	network	with	a	P2P	virtual	networking	layer	that	works	the	same	everywhere.	*	RECOMMENDATIONS	**	Socket	directory
GnuPG	uses	Unix	domain	sockets	to	connect	its	components	(on	Windows	an	emulation	of	these	sockets	is	used).	The	direct	translation	of	Slàinte	mhath	is	“good	health”,	a	traditional	toast	across	the	globe	to	wish	someone	a	long	and	happy	life.	2021-10-13	2021-10-18	229	Roundcube	Note:1.	A	brief	history	of	Colossal	Cave	Adventure	by	Eric	S.
2.1.0.r922	2020-05-05	248	Spotify	Spotify	is	a	digital	music	service	th...	Please	direct	bug	reports	to	[[	]]	or	post	them	direct	to	the	mailing	list	.	默认用户名：admin	默认密码：adminadmin	使用技巧：	e7%88%b1%e9%80%9f%e7%89%b9nas-
qbittorrent%e6%a0%87%e5%87%86%e7%89%88%e5%a2%9e%e5%bc%ba%e7%89%88%e4%bd%bf%e7%94%a8%e6%8a%80%e5%b7%a7/	注意：	1：qBittorrent-Enhanced-Edition为qBittorrent的增强版，专门屏蔽吸血客户端，具体看上面的使用技巧;	2：目前不支持标准版本和增强版同时使用。	*本人仅移植，感谢编译者为c0re100,感谢mafredri的配置文件*	4.4.2.r01
2022-04-12	218	qBittorrent-中国	默认用户名：admin	默认密码：adminadmin	与Docker...	You	can	schedule	automatic	backups	and	restores,	receive	email	notification	on	completion	of	all	scheduled	backup	operations	and	view	logs	for	details	on	operations	performed	via	the	IDrive	app.	It's	recommended	to	remove	v2.0.rc1	after	installing	this	App.	It	is	at
the	same	time	lightweight,	easy	to	work	with,	powerful	and	customizable.	It	is	no	surprise	that	PostgreSQL	has	become	the	open	source	relational	database	of	choice	for	many	people	and	organisations.	The	UI	is	very	straightforward	and	can	be	used	by	non-tech	people.	3.0.2	2017-05-11	62	Drupal	Drupal	is	an	open	source	content	mana...	3.0.0.0
2018-08-23	178	osCommerce	osCommerce	is	an	online	shop	e-commer...	Simply	connect	your	NAS	to	any	HDMI	ready	display	and	leave	the	rest	to	the	ASUSTOR	Portal!	Within	the	ASUSTOR	Portal	you	can	directly	browse	the	Internet	using	the	built-in	Google	Chrome	browser.	Please	login	with	MariaDB	root	account	and	password,	and	it's
recommended	to	change	default	password	of	MariaDB.	MyBB	is	the	free	and	open	source	forum	software	powering	thousands	of	engaging,	vibrant,	and	unique	communities	across	the	internet.	MantisBT	has	been	installed	on	Windows,	Linux,	Mac	OS,	OS/2,	and	others.	Users	can	start,	stop	or	pause	downloads,	set	bandwith	limitations,	auto-extract
archives	and	much	more.	Works	in	tandem	with	Android	BubbleUPnP	-	secure	Internet	access	to	your	UPnP/DLNA	Media	Servers	content	with	Android	BubbleUPnP	and	foobar2000.	Sync	does	not	store	your	information	on	servers	in	the	cloud,	avoiding	cloud	privacy	concerns.	Written	in	JavaScript	using	jQuery	UI,	it	just	work's	in	any	modern
browser.	Please	download	the	migration	zip	from	and	refer	(	to	migrate	the	app.	5.0.2.r11	2020-08-25	197	phpPgAdmin	phpPgAdmin	is	a	web-based	administrat...	4)	DSD	(Direct	Stream	Digital)	support:	a)	For	AS7,	DSD	files	can	be	played	directly.	SABnzbd	is	an	Open	Source	Binary	Newsreader	written	in	Python.	You’ll	be	able	to	download	your	table
data	via	Google	Takeout	until	March	3,	2020.	You	can	sync	between	Asus	Webstorage	and	Asustor	NAS,	or	backup	from	Asus	Webstorage	to	Asustor	NAS,	or	backup	from	Asustor	NAS	to	Asus	Webstorage.	For	more	information,	please	visit	www.cloud-tracker.com	1.00	2015-02-06	41	Coppermine	Gallery	Coppermine	is	a	multi-purpose	fully-f...	What	is
a	terminal	multiplexer?	Users	can	avoid	programming	completely!	Blogs,	websites,	intranets	–	e107	does	it	all.	1.2.2.r233	2017-08-23	105	Jackett	This	software	creates	a	Torznab	(with...	Developers	use	Subversion	to	maintain	current	and	historical	versions	of	files	such	as	source	code,	web	pages,	and	documentation.	Note:1.	Download	Center	is	an
excellent	download	manager	allows	you	to	easily	download	and	save	files	to	your	NAS.	Access	can	be	from	a	Windows,	Mac	or	Linux	computer;	Android,	iOS,	BlackBerry	or	Windows	tablet	or	smart	phone;	or	any	internet	connected	kiosk.	In	htop	you	can	scroll	the	list	vertically	and	horizontally	to	see	all	processes	and	full	command	lines.	Node.js	uses
an	event-driven,	non-blocking	I/O	model	that	makes	it	lightweight	and	efficient,	perfect	for	data-intensive	real-time	applications	that	run	across	distributed	devices.	Download	some	game	ROMs	(SNES	ROMs	)	from	internet,	and	put	it	in	NAS	(ex:	Public	folders)	3.	You	may	also	find	GnuPG	mirrored	on	some	of	the	regular	GNU	mirrors.	1.1.0.5	2021-11-
25	22	ASUSTOR	Portal	There’s	no	need	to	turn	on	your	compu...	(Crowther	was	at	the	time	writing	what	we	could	now	call	firmware	for	the	earliest	ARPANET	routers.)	It	was	a	maze	game	based	on	the	Colossal	Cave	complex	in	Kentucky,	including	fewer	of	the	D&D-like	elements	now	associated	with	the	game.	Press	what	kind	of	key	of	keyboard,	or
what	kind	of	button	of	your	joypad	4.	JCE	provides	a	framework	and	implementation	for	encryption,	key	generation	and	key	agreement,	and	Message	Authentication	Code	(MAC)	algorithms.	Perl	runs	on	over	100	platforms	from	portables	to	mainframes	and	is	suitable	for	both	rapid	prototyping	and	large	scale	development	projects.	The	service	offers
built-in	archiving	and	versioning,	and	tools	to	create	backups	for	specific	shares	or	directories.	WordPress	is	a	free	and	open	source	blogging	tool	and	a	dynamic	content	management	system	(CMS)	based	on	PHP	and	MySQL.	Maintaining	and	improving	GnuPG	requires	a	lot	of	time.	2.0.0.R96	2021-01-11	132	Mail-Server	ASUSTOR’s	Mail	Server	offers
a	compre...	Matomo	(formerly	Piwik)	is	the	leading	open-source	analytics	platform	that	gives	you	more	than	just	powerful	analytics:	-	Free	open-source	software	-	100%	data	ownership	-	User	privacy	protection	-	User-centric	insights	-	Customisable	and	extensible	Take	back	control	with	Matomo	Analytics	–	a	powerful	web	analytics	platform	that	gives
you	and	your	business	100%	data	ownership	and	user	privacy	protection.	With	MariaDB,	you	can	easily	and	efficiently	read,	update	and	manage	your	data.	Twonky	Server	can	run	on	Windows,	Mac,	Linux	(including	embedded	systems),	Android,	and	iOS.	ClamAV®	is	an	open	source	antivirus	engine	for	detecting	trojans,	viruses,	malware	&	other
malicious	threats.	The	English	and	German	mailing	lists	are	watched	by	the	authors	and	we	try	to	answer	questions	when	time	allows	us.	Must	be	age	of	majority	in	your	jurisdiction	to	participate.	Photo	Gallery	3	allows	you	to	create	a	unique	timeline	network	photo	album	that	you	can	share	with	your	family	and	friends.	-	Provides	“Web	browser
playback	mode”	and	“NAS	local	playback	mode”.	Includes	adjusting	by	day,	month	and	year.	Through	its	Web-based	interface	you	can	not	only	download	files	from	the	Internet	through	BitTorrent,HTTP	and	FTP	but	also	use	keywords	to	search	for	files	that	you	wish	to	download.	All	Google	Fusion	Tables	data	(eg.	Opencart	is	a	powerful	open	source
shopping	cart	system	that	is	feature	rich	and	user	friendly.	ExifTool	is	a	platform-independent	Perl	library	plus	a	command-line	application	for	reading,	writing	and	editing	meta	information	in	a	wide	variety	of	files.	1.6.06.r1	2019-05-23	42	CouchPotato	CouchPotato	is	an	automatic	NZB	and	t...	Install	Sync	on	a	NAS	device	to	automatically	keep	all
your	folders	in	Sync	continuously	available	through	your	NAS.	3.	Script-server	APKG	:	Script-server	is	a	Web	UI	for	scripts.	31.0.1650.1737	2015-08-26	35	ClamAV	ClamAV®	is	an	open	source	antivirus	e...	The	traditional	file	manager	include	an	ability	to	create	folders,	as	well	as	cut,	copy,	paste,	move	and	upload	and	delete	files.	It	might	take	one	day
for	thumbnails	making	for	entry-level	NAS.	3.0.1.r312	2021-04-26	189	PHP	7	**Note:	1.	Squid	is	a	caching	proxy	for	the	Web	supporting	HTTP,	HTTPS,	FTP,	and	more.	Between	1977	and	1995	Crowther	and	Woods	themselves	continued	to	work	intermittently	on	the	game.	The	Glasgow	Gaelic	School	is	the	largest	Gaelic	school	in	Scotland.	At	its	peak
in	the	1100s,	Gaelic	was	the	common	tongue	throughout	the	Highlands	and	Islands	of	Scotland,	as	well	as	the	north	east	and	central	belt.	20160201	2016-02-01	291	Vanilla	Forums	Note:	The	upgrade	version	required	P...	TL;DR	stands	for	"Too	Long;	Didn't	Read".	Raymond	Adventure	is	the	fons	et	origo	of	all	later	dungeon-crawling	computer	games,
the	granddaddy	of	interactive	fiction,	and	one	of	the	hallowed	artifacts	of	hacker	folklore.	With	FileFlex,	you	can	use	your	ASUSTOR	NAS	to	access,	share,	stream	and	perform	remote	multi-device	file	management	functions	to	any	and	all	the	storage	on	the	NAS	and	all	storage	on	the	same	network	as	the	NAS.	Getting	started	with	using	PostgreSQL
has	never	been	easier	-	pick	a	project	you	want	to	build,	and	let	PostgreSQL	safely	and	robustly	store	your	data.	Starting	with	version	2	GnuPG	provides	support	for	S/MIME	and	Secure	Shell	in	addition	to	OpenPGP.	That	version	is	sometimes	known	as	350-point	Adventure.	It	copied	the	interface	and	key	bindings	of	the	Pico	editor	but	added	several
missing	features:	undo/redo,	syntax	highlighting,	line	numbers,	softwrapping,	multiple	buffers,	selecting	text	by	holding	Shift,	search-and-replace	with	regular	expressions,	and	several	other	conveniences.	Its	goal	is	to	be	a	mostly	compatible	successor	to	the	widely	used	Concurrent	Versions	System	(CVS).	JRE	(Java	Runtime	Environment)	contains
JVM,	class	libraries,	and	other	supporting	files.	Avatar备份软件提供对众多数据库类关键性应用软件的支持，如Oracle,VMWare，Mysql,	MS	SQL-Server	和MS	Exchange	等等。	请通过地址“	”来访问备份系统，默认账号：admin	密码：123456	4.19.0313	2019-04-11	32	BubbleUPnP	BubbleUPnP	Server	provides	new	servic...	(It	is	recommended	to	change	the
administrator	password	after	installing	the	app)	b)	Do	you	have	Gmail	and	use	2-step	verification?	Following	upgrade	all	old	version	is	backed	up	to	/share/Web/atutor.old	When	prompted	for	installation	you	can	select	the	upgrade	option.	Adventure	as	we	now	know	it,	the	ancestor	of	all	later	versions,	was	released	on	a	PDP-10	at	the	Stanford	AI	Lab
by	Don	Woods	in	1977	(some	sources,	apparently	erroneously,	say	1976).	Note:	Vtiger	CRM	can	only	be	updated	by	specific	migration	process.	*	BUILD	INSTRUCTIONS	GnuPG	2.3	depends	on	the	following	GnuPG	related	packages:	npth	(	libgpg-error	(	libgcrypt	(	libksba	(	libassuan	(	You	should	get	the	latest	versions	of	course,	the	GnuPG	configure
script	complains	if	a	version	is	not	sufficient.	1.17.3	2022-04-08	235	Shell	In	A	Box	Starting	this	application	runs	a	shel...	Copyright	2003-2021	g10	Code	GmbH	*	INTRODUCTION	GnuPG	is	a	complete	and	free	implementation	of	the	OpenPGP	standard	as	defined	by	RFC4880	(also	known	as	PGP).	Seagate’s	IronWolf	Health	Management	app	is
designed	for	Seagate	IronWolf	hard	drives.	Perl	is	a	highly	capable,	feature-rich	programming	language	with	over	24	years	of	development.	Some	older	applications	may	not	be	compatible	with	this	version	of	PHP.	1)	Supported	formats:	Ogg	Vorbis,	FLAC,	Opus,	WavPack,	MP2,	MP3,	MP4/AAC,	DSD	(.dff)	2)	How-To:	a)	After	the	Hi-Res	Player	is
launched,	please	click	on	the	'Add	folder	to	Music	collection'	button	(located	in	the	'Top-left').	1.5.7.r1	2020-09-23	329	ZeroTier	Radically	simplify	your	network	with	...	2.0.4.5	2019-02-13	65	e107	e107	is	a	free	and	open-source	conten...	Entware	is	A	modern	Optware/ipkg	replacement	;	Entware	is	package	repository	for	embedded	devices.	Gaelic	is	a
beautiful,	musical	language.	2.8.0.12071	2020-12-07	259	Syslog	Server	Syslog	is	a	protocol	widely	used	by	m...	Access	and	sharing	uses	high	level	encryption.	d)	Click	the	refresh	button	to	rescan	the	output	devices.	The	notification	system	will	alert	you	at	once	in	the	event	of	any	disruptions,	giving	you	the	power	to	dynamically	monitor	your	most
valued	assets.	Key	features	for	the	Photo	Gallery	3:	-	Quickly	find	and	view	photos	from	a	specific	date	in	AiFoto	3¡¦s	timeline.	Surveillance	Center	provides	a	comprehensive	solution	for	your	most	vital	security	needs.	6)	Mobile	App	to	control	this	App:	The	following	links	are	apps	that	can	control	the	Music	Player	Daemon	iOS)	Android)	Hi-Res	Player
contains	the	open	source	component	Media	Player	Daemon	which	is	available	under	the	GPLv2	license.	5.0.1	2016-05-19	230	Ruby	Ruby	is	a	language	of	careful	balance...	Asunder	is	a	graphical	Audio	CD	ripper	and	encoder	for	Linux.	Organize	all	your	personal	movies,	videos,	music,	photos	and	live	TV	and	stream	them	to	all	your	devices	(phones,
TVs,	streaming	boxes,	tablets,	PCs).	Only	users	with	administrative	privileges	can	use	this	app.	There	is	no	more	process	to	synchronize	data	to	any	public	cloud	storage,	such	as	DropBox,	Skydrive,	etc.	Please	remove	any	Dockers	to	make	sure	Linux	Center	can	work	properly.	It	is	built	on	a	model–view–controller	web	application	framework	that	can
be	used	independently	of	the	CMS	that	allows	you	to	build	powerful	online	applications.	Since	2001,	g10	Code	GmbH,	a	German	company	owned	and	headed	by	GnuPG's	principal	author	Werner	Koch,	is	bearing	the	majority	of	these	costs.	Additionally,	you	can	use	UPnP/DLNA	compatible	applications	on	your	mobile	device	(for	example,	a	notebook,
iPhone	or	iPad)	to	stream	multimedia	files	from	your	NAS.	The	ASUSTOR	media	pack	for	additional	media	service	support	contains	the	following:	In	ASUSTOR	Portal:	-	Includes	CEC	device	drivers	for	USB	HDMI	CEC	adapters	(e.g.	pulse	eight).	As	long	as	you	have	devices	that	support	UPnP	or	DLNA	(for	example,	SONY	BRAVIA	TV	or	PlayStation3R),
you	can	directly	browse	and	stream	the	pictures,	music	and	videos	stored	on	your	NAS.	Coppermine	is	a	multi-purpose	fully-featured	and	integrated	web	picture	gallery	script	written	in	PHP	using	GD	or	ImageMagick	as	an	image	library	with	a	MySQL	backend.	net2ftp	is	a	web	based	FTP	client,	written	in	PHP.As	well	as	offering	standard	FTP
functions,	net2ftp	also	offers	a	variety	of	features	including	archiving	and	extracting	files	and	directories,	downloading	a	selected	group	of	files	and/or	directories	as	an	archive.	Please	read	and	agree	to	Plex	terms	and	conditions	before	signing	up	to	Plex	services.	Music,	photos,	videos,	and	playlists,	in	addition	to	cloud	media	accessed	through	online
feeds	can	all	be	accessed	through	Twonky	Server.	Version:	2.0.4.1060	Supported	OS:	Windows	Vista,	7,	8,	10,	Server	2008/	2012	For	Windows	XP/	Server	2003:	Download	Windows	Release	Notes	ACC(ASUSTOR	Control	Center,	Windows)	Control	Center	can	help	you	to	find	and	configure	your	NAS	within	the	local	area	network.	It	has	become	very
popular	among	educators	around	the	world	as	a	tool	for	creating	online	dynamic	web	sites	for	their	students.	Cloud	backup	for	NAS	by	ElephantDrive	An	integrated	cloud	backup	solution	that	replicates	your	files	to	secure	off-site	data	centers,	protecting	your	NAS	from	physical	and	digital	threats.	Disable	all	devices	except	enable	only	the	USB	DAC.



PrestaShop	is	the	most	reliable	and	flexible	Open-source	e-commerce	software.	It	was	designed	specifically	with	novice	computer	users	in	mind,	but	can	be	tailored	to	accommodate	the	needs	of	"power	users"	as	well.	You	can	go	to	Menu	Systems	to	select	which	system	you	prefer	to	change	the	inpu	setting.	b)	To	support	http	streaming	to	your	web
browser,	please	install	VLC	plugin	for	your	web	browser.	It	allows	you	to	share	music	and	movies	from	your	NAS	with	computers	in	the	same	network	environment.	A	collaborative	web-based	system	for	projects	and	project	management;	WebCollab	is	easy	to	use,	and	encourages	users	to	work	together.	Depending	on	the	type	of	the	file	system,	it	is
sometimes	not	possible	to	use	the	GnuPG	home	directory	(i.e.	~/.gnupg)	as	the	location	for	the	sockets.	CloudFleet	is	a	platform	to	build	up	Fleet	Management	system.	It	can	be	freely	used,	modified	and	distributed	under	the	terms	of	the	GNU	General	Public	License.	The	most	common	features	you	would	expect	to	see	in	many	other	CMS	packages
are	included	in	PHP-Fusion	including:	Discussion	Forum,	Photo	Galleries,	Post	News	and	Articles,	Member	Registration,	Downloads	and	much	more.	1.3-20171209-apkg2.20220131	2022-02-08	55	DokuWiki	DokuWiki	is	a	standards	compliant,	si...	Media	Cast	enables	LooksGood	to	stream	videos	from	a	NAS	to	a	compatible	DLNA	player	and
Chromecast	devices.	3.12.0.r13	2020-03-26	193	PHP-Fusion	PHP-Fusion	is	a	light-weight	open-sou...	1.0.2.r64	2021-09-07	37	Cloud	Backup	Center	The	all-new	Cloud	Backup	Center	is	ea...	Login	as	requested,	and	database	upgrade	is	done	automatically.	Who	speaks	Gaelic	in	Scotland?	Purchased	license	numbers	can	be	only	used	on	one	ASUSTOR
NAS	at	a	time	but	after	unbinding	can	be	transferred	to	another	ASUSTOR	NAS	for	use.	-	All	new	user	interface	optimizes	usability	and	provides	fuzzy	searches	of	the	music	database.	SoundsGood	is	ASUSTOR’s	in-house	developed	Web-based	audio	player	that	provides	smart	management,	playback	and	sharing	for	the	large	music	collections	that
ASUSTOR	NAS	users	store	on	their	devices.	Notes:	This	App	is	for	fresh	installation	only.	Sharing	can	be	revoked	at	any	time	and	can	be	restricted	to	‘view	or	stream	only’	with	downloading	of	shared	files	prohibited.	-	Easily	find	photos	by	keyword	search.	Freeciv	is	a	Free	and	Open	Source	empire-building	strategy	game	inspired	by	the	history	of
human	civilization.	No	text	is	written	if	the	Cancel	button	(or	ESC)	is	pressed;	dialog	exits	immediately	in	that	case.	It's	built,	used,	and	supported	by	an	active	and	diverse	community	of	people	around	the	world.	-	Supports	shared	folder	structure	with	"Folders"	mode	-	Now	able	to	select	any	shared	folder	on	a	NAS	for	storing	photos.	Photo	Gallery	3
supports	all	ASUSTOR	NAS	devices.	-	Settings	provides	log	with	options	to	view	online	or	export,	allowing	administrators	to	easily	stay	updated.	Launch	the	game	emulator	from	portal,	and	load	the	ROMs	from	\volume1\Public	After	you	load	the	game	ROMs	by	the	emulator,	you	can	use	the	following	key	to	play	game.	This	provides	you	with	data
protection	and	energy	saving	benefits.	Dialog	stops	chaining	when	the	return	code	from	a	dialog	is	nonzero,	e.g.,	Cancel	or	No	(see	DIAGNOSTICS).	10.0.28.r28	2020-06-10	136	Matomo	Matomo	(formerly	Piwik)	is	the	leadin...	Asunder	is	a	ASUSTOR	portal	App,	you	will	need	to	install	xorg/portal	first.	This	software	creates	a	Torznab	(with	nZEDb
category	numbering)	and	TorrentPotato	API	server	on	your	machine.	PostgreSQL	runs	on	all	major	operating	systems,	has	been	ACID-compliant	since	2001,	and	has	powerful	add-ons	such	as	the	popular	PostGIS	geospatial	database	extender.	Smart	albums	found	in	Photo	Gallery	3	include	places,	videos,	recently	added	and	favorites.	Cross	platforms
are	supported	on	Windows,	Mac,	Linux	and	Embedded	Linux	/Android	device	box.iPhone,	iPad,	Android	phone	and	pad	APP	are	all	supported.	Duplicati	has	a	built-in	scheduler	and	auto-updater.	4.6.0.r1	2021-11-30	138	Media	Cast	Media	Cast	enables	LooksGood	to	strea...	Commercial	grade	support	for	GnuPG	is	available;	for	a	listing	of	offers	see	.
To	run	even	more	tests	you	may	add	"--enable-all-tests"	to	the	configure	run.	功能简介	花生壳是一款动态域名解析软件。使用花生壳服务，任何地点、任何时间、任何线路，均可通过固定的域名访问远程主机服务。	同时支持内网与公网IP的网络环境；自带端口映射功能，无需再设置路由器。	对于没有公网IP的用户或者长城宽带、小区宽带等被运营商做了NAT转发而失去真实公网IP的电信网
络等用户，无需再为公网IP的问题而烦恼；以及无法做路由端口映射的用户，均可使用花生壳轻松访问内网摄像头监控、访问内网路由器等服务。	花生壳作为全球用户量最大的动态域名解析软件，广泛应用于网站建设、视频监控、遥感测绘、FTP、	VPN、企业OA、ERP等多种领域，是国内外知名网络设备厂商首选的动态域名嵌入品牌（市面上95%的路由器都内嵌有花生壳）。	官网：	社区：	售前：
020-62219018	更多联系方式：	1.0.0	2016-01-04	183	Perl	Perl	is	a	highly	capable,	feature-ric...	Each	folder	has	a	maximum	of	999,	so	if	you	have	many	photos	to	upload	at	the	same	time;	for	example,	4000	photos	on	the	mobile	phone,	it	will	cut	into	five	folders.	2.35.1.r2	2022-04-29	89	Gitbucket	A	Git	platform	powered	by	Scala	with	...	This	App	is	for
fresh	installation	only.	Coppermine	Gallery	v1.6	is	compatible	with	PHP	7.	For	a	detailed	list	of	compatible	models,	please	see	.	Aims	to	be	a	simpler,	more	approachable	complement	to	traditional	man	pages.	LooksGood	supports	to	stream	videos	from	your	NAS	to	Chromecast	and	DLNA.	See	for	archives	of	the	mailing	lists.	data	you	uploaded	to
tables)	will	be	systematically	deleted	from	Google	servers.	If	you	travel	to	the	Outer	Hebrides	(or	Na	h-Eileanan	Siar	-	pronounced	nah-hel-anin-sheer),	you’ll	find	that	more	than	half	of	the	population	speak	Gaelic,	so	knowing	how	to	toast	properly	will	serve	you	in	good	stead.	The	UPnP	AV	Media	Server	app	can	turn	your	NAS	into	your	home’s
multimedia	streaming	server.	Please	change	password	after	installation.	In	htop	you	don't	need	to	type	the	process	number	to	kill	a	process,	in	top	you	do.	Can	also	configure	songs	as	Favorites,	rate	songs	and	create	playlists.	This	app	requires	recorder	devices	supporting	DTCP-IP	file	transfer.	MediaWiki	is	a	free	software	open	source	wiki	package
written	in	PHP,	originally	for	use	on	Wikipedia.	6.	It	is	perfect	for	PostgreSQL	DBAs,	newbies,	and	hosting	services.	To	solve	this	problem	GnuPG	prefers	the	use	of	a	per-user	directory	below	the	the	/run	(or	/var/run)	hierarchy	for	the	sockets.	Alpine	uses	Internet	message	protocols	(e.g.	RFC-822,	SMTP,	MIME,	IMAP,	NNTP)	and	runs	on	Unix	and
PCs.	The	guiding	principles	for	Alpine's	user-interface	were:	careful	limitation	of	features,	one-character	mnemonic	commands,	always-present	command	menus,	immediate	user	feedback,	and	high	tolerance	for	user	mistakes.	-	Menu	bar	can	be	hidden	for	a	cleaner	look.	*	HOW	TO	GET	MORE	INFORMATION	A	description	of	new	features	and
changes	since	version	2.1	can	be	found	in	the	file	"doc/whats-new-in-2.1.txt"	and	online	at	"	.	#	This	file	is	Free	Software;	as	a	special	exception	the	authors	gives	#	unlimited	permission	to	copy	and/or	distribute	it,	with	or	without	#	modifications,	as	long	as	this	notice	is	preserved.	5.	TorrentPotato	is	an	interface	accessible	to	CouchPotato.	Please
refer	to	here	for	details.	3.0	2015-01-06	314	WordPress	WordPress	is	a	free	and	open	source	b...	AiRemote	for	iOS	&	Android	Additionally,	Remote	Center	will	also	allow	you	to	use	the	ASUSTOR	remote	to	power	on	the	NAS	or	wake	it	from	System	Sleep	Mode	(S3)	1.0.0.r187	2019-07-25	226	Resilio	Sync	Sync	uses	peer-to-peer	technology	to	...	You
can	even	set	it	to	only	back	up	when	connected	via	WiFi	so	as	to	not	use	up	your	cellular	data.	Version:	2.1.3.7270	Supported	OS:	Windows	Vista,	7,	8,	10,	Server	2008/	2012	For	Windows	XP/	Server	2003:	Download	Windows	Release	Notes	ADA(ASUSTOR	Download	Assistant,	Windows)	Download	Assistant	is	a	client	utility	for	Download	Center.
Usage:	ExifTool	command-line	reference:	12.04	2020-08-25	72	Eynio	Server	Eynio	provides	home	automation	and	su...	2.0.0.R8	2017-09-22	142	Media-Pack	The	ASUSTOR	media	pack	for	additional...	Python	is	often	compared	to	Tcl,	Perl,	Ruby,	Scheme	or	Java.	GNU	make	is	required	and	you	need	to	set	LD_LIBRARY_PATH	to	$(pwd)/PLAY/inst/lib	to
test	the	binaries.	It	supports	PubSubHubbub	for	instant	notifications	from	compatible	Web	sites.	You	may	see	devices	such	as:	-	MPD	http	stream	-	ALSA	device(default)	-	iFi(by	AMR)	HD	USB	Audio	,	USB	Audio(card:	1-0)	The	“iFi(by	AMR)	HD	USB	Audio	,	USB	Audio(card:	1-0)”	is	the	USB	DAC	-	iFi	nano	iDSD	we	plugged	into	the	USB	slot.	Changes
to	`Automatically	load	.torrents	from`	directory	are	not	saved,	and	this	option	is	disabled	on	restart.	Mednafen	is	multi-emulator!	Which	it	can	support	the	following	game	Atari	Lynx	Neo	Geo	Pocket	(Color)	WonderSwan	GameBoy	(Color)	GameBoy	Advance	Nintendo	Entertainment	System	Super	Nintendo	Entertainment	System/Super	Famicom
Virtual	Boy	PC	Engine/TurboGrafx	16	(CD)	SuperGrafx	PC-FX	Sega	Game	Gear	Sega	Genesis/Megadrive	Sega	Master	System	Sony	PlayStation	You	can	put	the	ROMs	on	share	folder	GameROMs,	and	then	launch	the	app	from	App	Central.	Change	the	category	passed	to	your	downloader	if	you	want	to	separate	these	from	regular	TV	downloads.	Some
of	these	users	and	their	stories	are	listed	on	the	PoweredBy	wiki	page.	Spotify	is	a	digital	music	service	that	gives	you	access	to	millions	...	Usage	fd	-h	fd	file_name	folder_patch	Reference:	8.0.0	2020-09-07	74	FFmpeg	FFmpeg	library	FFmpeg	library	4.2.r4	2020-05-05	76	FileFlex	Connector	DESCRIPTION	FileFlex	virtualizes	the...	phpBB	is	a	free
flat-forum	bulletin	board	software	solution	that	can	be	used	to	stay	in	touch	with	a	group	of	people	or	can	power	your	entire	website.	Syslog	is	a	protocol	widely	used	by	many	networking	devices	including	computers,	routers,	firewalls,	and	switches.	ASUSTOR’s	Mail	Server	offers	a	comprehensive	and	cost-effective	solution	that	allows	any	business	to
easily	maintain	their	own	dedicated	mail	server.	This	allows	for	getting	recent	uploads	(like	RSS)	and	performing	searches.	TorrServer,	stream	torrent	to	http.	WordPress	is	currently	the	most	popular	CMS	in	use	on	the	Internet.	MariaDB	is	a	community-developed	fork	of	MySQL	and	is	one	of	the	most	widely	used	open-source	relational	database
management	system	(RDBMS).	In	htop	you	don't	need	to	type	the	process	number	or	the	priority	value	to	renice	a	process,	in	top	you	do.	ASUSTOR	remote	control	2.	32	bit	systems	are	limited	to	version	3.5.0)	Note:	The	App	takes	more	time	to	complete	installation,	please	enable	the	App	to	complete	the	installation	if	it's	disabled	after	upgrade	or
installation.	FTP	Explorer	supports	resuming	downloads,	the	deleting	of	remote	files,	an	FTP	site	manager	and	also	FTPS	connections	which	allow	you	to	enjoy	secure	file	transfers.	(abandoned)	1.00	2018-06-28	70	exFAT	Driver	Installing	the	exFAT	driver	can	allow...	Apacer	S.M.A.R.T	Tool	app	is	designed	for	Apacer	SSDs.	Installing	the	app,	Apacer
SSD	specific	S.M.A.R.T	information	can	be	displayed	in	the	storage	manager.	iperf3	Iperf	is	a	widely	used	tool	for	network	performance	measurement	and	tuning.	As	an	administrator	(script_admin	password	asusfr1),	you	add	your	existing	scripts	into	Script	server	and	other	users	would	be	able	to	execute	them	via	a	web	interface.	This	package
contains	only	Transporter	component	of	NAKIVO	Backup	and	Replication	and	requires	a	separate	full	installation	of	NAKIVO	Backup	and	Replication	to	work	correctly.	Works	on	local	network	and	via	Internet.	20220425	2022-04-26	241	SickGear	SickGear	has	proven	the	most	reliable...	The	primary	WWW	page	is	"	"	The	primary	FTP	site	is	"	See	[[	]
for	a	list	of	mirrors	and	use	them	if	possible.	****	1.0.1.r178	2020-02-12	126	LooksGood	LooksGood	can	directly	stream	videos	...	**Note:	1.	It's	recommended	to	install	PHP	7	for	better	compatibility.	Default	login	with:	root/root	4.30.1	2019-03-19	91	GnuPG	The	GNU	Privacy	Guard	2	...	Older	versions	of	Photo	Gallery	do	not	support	PHP	7.	If	you	want
to	run	any	java	program,	you	need	to	have	JRE	installed	in	the	system.	If	Moodle	old	version	2.3.1	is	installed,	please	don't	set	"Data	directory"	to	"/volume1/Moodle",	and	don't	use	database	of	v2.3.1	used.	2.7.r1	2019-05-16	204	PostgreSQL	v10	Default	settings	=>	user:	postgres	/	...	This	main	line	of	development	culminated	in	the	1995	release	of
Adventure	2.5,	also	known	as	430-point	Adventure	The	earliest	port	to	C	was	by	Jim	Gillogly	under	an	early	Unix	running	at	the	Rand	Corporation	in	1977;	this	version	was	later,	and	still	is,	included	in	the	BSD	Games	collection.	Pinentry	is	available	at	.	Let's	delve	in	to	Scottish	Gaelic	to	find	out	more	about	how	we	say	'Cheers	in	Scotland'.	RALUS
extends	Backup	Exec’s	advanced	agent	technology	to	ASUSTOR	NAS	by	providing	full,	incremental,	and	differential	backup	support,	restore	capabilities	and	client-side	deduplication	for	supported	distributions	of	Linux.	20220408	2022-04-15	234	script_server	Script-server	APKG	:	...	2020.2.1	2020-07-08	59	Download	Center	Download	Center	is	an
excellent	downl...	Joomla!	is	an	award-winning	content	management	system	(CMS),	which	enables	you	to	build	web	sites	and	powerful	online	applications.	Emby	Server	is	a	personal	media	server	with	apps	on	just	about	every	device.	The	traditional	Scottish	Gaelic	toast	when	raising	a	glass	to	say	‘cheers’	is	Slàinte	mhath	which	is	pronounced	slan-ge-
var.	Online/Offline	message	transmission	is	supported.	Switch	between	them	at	any	time.	1.00.143521	2017-06-05	73	fdfind	fd	is	a	simple,	fast	and	user-friendl...	Downloading	online	videos	has	never	been	this	easy!	1.3.1.r408	2020-07-16	269	tldr	TL;DR	stands	for	"Too	Long;	Didn't	Re...	Automatic	Backup	of	Photos	and	Videos	To	Your	Own	Storage
FileFlex	allows	you	to	back	up	your	photos	and	videos	from	as	many	smart	phones	and	tablets	as	you	want	to	your	ASUSTOR	NAS	or	any	networked	storage.	However,	to	listen	to	high	resolution	audio,	a	USB	DAC	which	supports	DSD	is	required.	-	Supports	sharing	of	songs	to	Facebook,	Google+,	Twitter	and	Plurk.	It	works	for	devices	you	are
connected	to,	but	not	when	you	are	remote.	Newer	releases	of	the	1.4	branch	will	likely	do	this	by	default.	We	don’t	want	our	customers	to	feel	embarrassed	if	they	mispronounce	slàinte	mhath.	Usage	tldr	Reference:	0.3	2020-09-08	270	tmux	tmux	-	terminal	multiplexer	Tmux	i...	2.0.18	2020-12-07	153	Mono	Mono	is	a	software	platform	designed	...
Please	connect	the	keyboard/mouse	to	the	NAS.	MantisBT	is	an	open	source	issue	tracker	that	provides	a	delicate	balance	between	simplicity	and	power.	Like	Backblaze	B2,	Microsoft	Azure	Blob	Storage,IBM	Cloud,Rackspace	Cloud	Files,	Alibaba	Cloud阿里雲,百度智能雲	1.0.0.r212	2020-09-09	39	Cloudfleet	CloudFleet	is	a	platform	to	build	up	...	The
offer	is	accompanied	by	an	automated	process	designed	to	overcome	manual	creation,	validation,	signing,	installation,	and	renewal	of	certificates	for	secure	websites.	PostgreSQL	has	earned	a	strong	reputation	for	its	proven	architecture,	reliability,	data	integrity,	robust	feature	set,	extensibility,	and	the	dedication	of	the	open	source	community
behind	the	software	to	consistently	deliver	performant	and	innovative	solutions.	Scottish	Gaelic	is	gah-lic,	while	the	Irish	is	pronounced	gay-lic.	The	all-new	Cloud	Backup	Center	is	easier	than	ever	to	use,	features	upgraded	security	options	and	even	more	backup	options	than	ever	to	help	you	safely	back	up	and	organize	data	on	your	favorite	cloud
services.	2.0.0.r5	2019-12-25	124	Linux	Center	Linux	Center	is	a	Linux	Container	APP...	PHP	powers	everything	from	your	blog	to	the	most	popular	websites	in	the	world.	The	sync	folder	in	Asustor	NAS	is	placed	under	Public/Asus	Webstorage.	Automatically	finds	new	and	old	episodes	for	you	and	it	works	with	your	current	download	client!	Default
Port:	7072	Auto-Updates	via	application	built-in	updater.	GnuPG	enables	encryption	and	signing	of	data	and	communication,	and	features	a	versatile	key	management	system	as	well	as	access	modules	for	public	key	directories.	Please	appends	/install/	on	URL	of	MyBB	while	1st	launch	after	upgrading	to	new	version,	and	follow	the	wizard	steps	to
upgrade	the	version.	-	Supports	HDMI,	USB/Bluetooth	speakers,	audio	jack	output,	high	resolution	USB	DAC	output,	and	the	ability	to	select	multiple	AirPlay	network	devices.	Other	Useful	Gaelic	Phrases?	FEATURES	Remote	Access	FileFlex	provides	remote	access	to	files	and	folders	from	located	on	the	ASUSTOR	NAS	or	any	networked	device.	After
building	and	installing	the	above	packages	in	the	order	as	given	above,	you	may	continue	with	GnuPG	installation	(you	may	also	just	try	to	build	GnuPG	to	see	whether	your	already	installed	versions	are	sufficient).	1.7.0	2017-06-06	84	FTP	Explorer	FTP	Explorer	is	an	FTP	client	that	al...	Streaming	video/audio	is	the	standard	function.	Note:	Please
add	the	following	two	lines	to	/volume1/Web/phpbb3/.htaccess	to	pass	the	mbstring	extension	check.	You	can	even	cut,	copy	and	paste	files	between	your	various	storage	devices	remotely.	gnupg-devel@gnupg.org	GnuPG	developers	main	forum.	A	Git	platform	powered	by	Scala	with	easy	installation,	high	extensibility	&	GitHub	API	compatibility.	-
Smart	sorting	by	album,	artist,	genre	and	folder.	If	everything	succeeds,	you	have	a	working	GnuPG	with	support	for	OpenPGP,	S/MIME,	ssh-agent,	and	smartcards.	默认用户名：admin	默认密码：adminadmin	与Docker版本相比：	1：可使用IPV6；	2：端口可自定义；	使用技巧：	e7%88%b1%e9%80%9f%e7%89%b9nas-
qbittorrent%e6%a0%87%e5%87%86%e7%89%88%e5%a2%9e%e5%bc%ba%e7%89%88%e4%bd%bf%e7%94%a8%e6%8a%80%e5%b7%a7/	*本人仅移植，感谢编译者为Userdocs*	4.4.2.r01	2022-04-12	220	Radius	Server	RADIUS	Server	provides	the	Remote	Aut...	uTorrent	is	a	proprietary	development	(not	open	source)	and	therefore	the	only	compiled
Linux	versions	were	provided	by	uTorrent	in	2014.	Using	an	ASUSTOR	NAS	with	FileFlex,	you	don’t	need	to	upload	to	the	cloud	and	recipients	don’t	need	to	download	–	they	stream	from	your	storage.	1.0.0.r140	2021-07-20	46	DataSync	for	Yandex	Yandex	N.V.	is	a	Russian	multinationa...	See	htt...	32	bit	capped	to	Version	2021.3.28.post3)	Note:	The
App	take	more	times	to	complete	installation,	please	enable	the	App	to	complete	the	installation	if	it's	disabled	after	upgrade	or	installation.	==	Origin	and	history	==	The	very	first	version	was	released	by	Crowther	in	1976,	in	FORTRAN	on	the	PDP-10	at	Bolt,	Beranek,	and	Newman.	Plex	Pass	thirty	day	free	trial	coupon	code:	Asustor-Plex30	Click
here	to	take	advantage	of	the	Plex	Pass	thirty	day	trial*.	The	product	protects	VMware,	Hyper-V,	Nutanix	AHV,	and	AWS	EC2	environments	in	an	efficient	and	reliable	manner.	Save	space	with	incremental	backups	and	data	deduplication.	While	it	does	not	seek	to	mirror	all	of	find's	powerful	functionality,	it	provides	sensible	(opinionated)	defaults	for
80%	of	the	use	cases.	Scottish	Gaelic	The	Scottish	Gaelic	language	originated	in	the	west	of	Scotland	having	split	from	Irish	Gaelic	in	the	early	8th	century,	before	spreading	north	and	east.	Reminder:	The	media	formats	that	are	playable	may	vary	between	devices.	If	you	need	to	continue	using	it,	please	discontinue	the	use	of	Debian	Linux	and	then
re-enable	ASUSTOR	Portal	and	related	apps	from	App	Central.	Before	installing	roundcube...	DataSync	Center	includes,	but	is	not	limited	to	Google	Drive,	Dropbox,Onedrive	and	Baidu	Netdisk.	No	script	modifications	are	needed	-	you	configure	each	script	in	Script	server	and	it	creates	the	corresponding	UI	with	parameters	and	takes	care	of
validation,	execution,	etc.	Changing	this	setting	will	disable	ASUSTOR	Portal.	phpPgAdmin	is	a	web-based	administration	tool	for	PostgreSQL.	2.	When	the	key	shows	definition	for	the	key	press,	you	are	assigned	key	correctly.	No	matter	if	it’s	1080p	high	definition	movies,	TV	series	that	you	are	addicted	to	or	TV	programs	that	you	have	recorded,
they	are	all	available	to	you	on	demand.	Apache	Tomcat	is	an	open	source	software	implementation	of	the	Java	Servlet	and	JavaServer	Pages	technologies.	Duplicati	works	with	standard	protocols	like	FTP,	SSH,	WebDAV	as	well	as	popular	services	like	Microsoft	OneDrive,	Amazon	Cloud	Drive	"	S3,	Google	Drive,	box.com,	Mega,	hubiC	and	many
others.	BubbleUPnP	Server	provides	new	services,	many	of	them	running	on	top	of	your	existing	UPnP/DLNA	devices:	-	make	various	media	formats	not	natively	supported	by	Chromecast	playable	with	transcoding.	20140421	2014-04-22	239	SickChill	The	ultimate	PVR	application	that	sea...	Roon	organizes	your	personal	music	files,	TIDAL	streams,
and	internet	radio	stations	and	adds	rich	data	like	artist	photos,	bios,	tour	dates,	lyrics,	credits,	and	more.	Get	ready	to	enjoy	your	multimedia	collection	on	a	big	screen	TV	with	your	friends	and	family.	The	Java	Cryptography	Extension	(JCE)	is	an	officially	released	Standard	Extension	to	the	Java	Platform	and	part	of	Java	Cryptography	Architecture.
1.11.0.r2	2018-12-07	255	Surveillance	Center	Surveillance	Center	gives	you	the	abi...	2.1.1.r23	2021-12-03	104	iTunes	Server	The	iTunes	Server	app	can	turn	your	N...	**	Specific	build	problems	on	some	machines:	***	Apple	OSX	10.x	using	XCode	On	some	versions	the	correct	location	of	a	header	file	can't	be	detected	by	configure.	MantisBT	v2	has
differnt	UI	design	with	v1,	and	it's	recommended	to	use	PHP7.	*Only	HiDrive	paid	accounts	are	able	to	use	HiDrive	Backup	services.	Default	Port:	5299	Auto-Updates	via	Git	on	each	restart	20211108	2021-11-11	119	Let's	Encrypt	ACME	Client	Let's	Encrypt	is	a	non-profit	certifi...	3.4.0.r3	2019-07-26	143	MediaWiki	MediaWiki	is	a	free	software	open
sou...	This	may	cause	conflict	error	issue	for	both	old	(2.3.1)	and	new	(3.8.3)	version.	After	that,	all	Fusion	Tables	data	will	be	permanently	and	irrevocably	deleted.				Why	was	Google	Fusion	Tables	discontinued?	It	is	very	customizable	with	plenty	of	themes	available	to	download.	In	LooksGood:	-	Supports	TV	tuners	for	Looksgood.	Edit	Russian	data
using	a	Japanese	interface!	Easy	to	install	and	configure	7.13.0.r1	2020-11-18	199	Piwigo	Piwigo	is	photo	gallery	software	for	...	1.0.1	2021-02-08	162	net2ftp	net2ftp	is	a	web	based	FTP	client,	wr...	Twonky	Server	scans	and	indexes	media	files	on	the	server	and	can	even	aggregate	media	files	from	multiple	servers	to	make	them	accessible	from	a
central	location.	Apache	HTTP	Server	version	2.4.43	is	required	to	operate	secure	connection	with	OpenSSL	1.1.1.	The	software	was	create	by	The	Apache	Software	Foundation,	which	are	the	world's	largest	open	source	foundation.	With	an	extensive	database	of	user-created	modifications	and	styles	database	containing	hundreds	of	style	and	image
packages	to	customise	your	board,	you	can	create	a	very	unique	forum	in	minutes.	It	is	a	robust	e-commerce	solution	for	Internet	merchants	that	gives	them	the	ability	to	create	their	own	online	business	and	participate	in	e-commerce	at	a	minimal	cost.	-	no	need	to	sync,	to	upload	to	the	cloud,	to	register	to	an	online	service	-	create	OpenHome	Media
Renderers	from	any	UPnP	AV	or	Google	Cast	renderer	(provides	on-device	playlist,	multiple	Control	Point	access	to	the	same	renderer)	-	create	an	UPnP/DLNA	renderer	from	any	Google	Cast	device	-	fix	issues	of	UPnP/DLNA	Media	Servers	(discovery	issues,	broken	data,	add	some	audio	DLNA	compliance)	by	creating	a	proxy	Media	Server	-	access
your	UPnP/DLNA	Media	Servers	across	different	networks	Default	Port:	58050	User	name:	Admin	Password:	admin	**	the	A	is	capitalized	in	the	User	name.	Last	updated:	December	3,	2019	Google	Fusion	Tables	and	the	Fusion	Tables	API	have	been	discontinued.	Strato	HiDrive	is	a	popular	cloud	storage	platform	that	is	widely	used	in	Europe.	Please
appends	/administrator/	on	URL	of	Joomla	to	launch	Admin	Control	Panel	page.	No	matter	if	it’s	logging	in	to	ADM	to	manage	your	NAS,	watching	clips	on	YouTube	or	monitoring	live	feeds	from	Surveillance	Center,	the	ASUSTOR	Portal	helps	you	get	it	done	from	the	convenience	of	your	TV.	The	game	involves	players	placing	and	breaking	various
types	of	blocks	in	a	three-dimensional	environment.	After	you	installed	this	FileFlex	Connector	on	your	ASUSTOR	NAS,	create	an	account	and	install	the	FileFlex	Client	App	by	opening	the	FileFlex	Connector	App	on	the	NAS,	clicking	Configure	then	Create	Account.	By	default,	the	cached	copies	will	expire	in	14	days.	You	can	keep	a	"want	to	watch"	-
list	and	it	will	search	for	NZBs	or	torrents	of	these	items	every	X	hours.	Remotely	management	is	provided.	4.2.1.r2	2019-05-10	253	Subversion	Apache	Subversion	(often	abbreviated	...	8.5.6	2018-08-10	63	Duplicati	Free	backup	software	to	store	encrypt...	Usage:	iperf3	--help	reference:	3.7.20190621	2020-07-31	103	IronWolf	Health	Management
Seagate’s	IronWolf	Health	Management	...	No	need	to	have	a	fixed	Internet	IP	address,	neither	to	do	the	complicated	settings	of	port	forwarding	and	DDNS.	Elegant,	efficient	torrent	downloading	Default	Port:	6880	Default	User:	admin	Default	Pass:	https	Port:	6888	[Known	Issues]	Not	Compatible	with	Internet	Explorer	11	Changes	to	`Put	new
downloads	in`	directory	are	not	saved.	These	types	of	dialog	boxes	are	implemented	(though	not	all	are	necessarily	compiled	into	dialog):	buildlist,	calendar,	checklist,	dselect,	editbox,	form,	fselect,	gauge,	infobox,	inputbox,	inputmenu,	menu,	mixedform,	mixedgauge,	msgbox	(message),	passwordbox,	passwordform,	pause,	prgbox,	programbox,
progressbox,	radiolist,	rangebox,	tailbox,	tailboxbg,	textbox,	timebox,	treeview,	and	yesno	(yes/no).	Please	direct	questions	about	GnuPG	to	the	users	mailing	list	or	one	of	the	PGP	newsgroups;	please	do	not	direct	questions	to	one	of	the	authors	directly	as	we	are	busy	working	on	improvements	and	bug	fixes.	It	originates	in	Internet	slang,	where	it	is
used	to	indicate	that	a	long	text	(or	parts	of	it)	has	been	skipped	as	too	lengthy.	1.0.4.r472	2018-09-07	87	Geo	IP	DataBase	Geo	IP	database	for	ADM	Network	Defender	Geo	IP	database	for	ADM	Network	Defender	1.0.0.r11	2021-04-14	88	Git	Git	is	a	free	and	open	source	distrib...	Let	the	setup	program	continue	to	the	conclusion,	but	do	not	attempt	to
login.	In	BubbleUPnP	go	to	settings,	updates.	By	installing	this	package	you	accept	the	following	License	Agreement:	10.5.1.61510	2021-12-28	160	nano	Nano	is	a	small	and	simple	text	edito...	This	is	useful	for	sharing	SD	cards,	security	dongles,	printers,	serial	controllers	and	most	USB	devices.	Know	Wonderbox	WonderBox	simplifies	the	way
sharing	is	done,	and	makes	sharing	easy	and	intuitive.	1.32.0.r1	2019-05-23	144	mednafen	Mednafen	is	multi-emulator!	Which	...	tmux	is	intended	to	be	a	simple,	modern,	BSD-licensed	alternative	to	programs	such	as	GNU	screen.	A	growing	family	of	solutions	and	an	active	and	enthusiastic	contributing	community	is	helping	position	Mono	to	become
the	leading	choice	for	development	of	Linux	applications.	Apache	Tomcat	powers	numerous	large-scale,	mission-critical	web	applications	across	a	diverse	range	of	industries	and	organizations.	03.20.0016	2021-12-28	81	freeciv	Freeciv	is	a	Free	and	Open	Source	emp...
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